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PREFACE 
The problem of providing for adequate housing has long been a major 
concern of many American families . Thi s concern has been augmented in 
recent years by the fact that the increase in the number of housing 
units has been less than the increase in the number of family units. 
The traditional desire of the American people for home ownership, the 
current shortage of suitable housing, the social values of adequate 
housing, a recognition of the emoti onal aspects of bett er housing and 
of home ownership, and the relation of housing to family living and to 
the physical and mental health of the occupants have added impetus to 
t he concern . 
In the light of such national interest and concern, t he writer, as 
a student of housing and design and as a teacher in the department of 
Housing and Interior Design in the Co1lege of Home Economics of 
Oklahoma State Univers i ty, felt a definite need to improve her course 
offerings in the field of housing and design through this study of 
the opinions of experts concerning a course in houseplanning and 
decorating. 
The writer is indebted to many people who have served in di fferent 
capacities for t heir contributions to this study. 
Deepest gratitude is expressed to Dr. Ida T. Smith~ Professor of 
Educat i on, for her untiring effort, encouragement and the valuable 
advice she gave during the time this research was in progress. 
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Appreciation is also expressed to Dean~. Andrew Holley of the 
- - -
College of Education and Dro James E. Montgomery)) Head, Depsrtment 
of Housing and Interior Design for their interest and encouragement 
as well as their helpful criticism. The writer grater~ acknowledges 
the contributions of committee members, Miss A~ May Johnson, Professor 
of Home Economics Education and Mro Guy A. Lackey, Professor of 
Education for their participation as members of the committee. 
Indebtedness is also acknowledged to the teachers at the various 
land-grant institutions who participated in the study by giving valu-
able time and information that made this study possibleo 
M.E .Y.K. 
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CHAPrER I 
INTRO DUCT I OB 
Although inadequate housing has l9ng "'been a major oonoern of many 
Amerioan families, an increased interest in the problem is currentl7 
m.dent 0 '.[!be interest has been augmented in reoent ,..ears by the f'aot 
that the increase in the number of housing units has been less than 
the increase in the number of family units. 
Bqer sqss 
o o o U!lder the American tradition, not onl7 does our oulture 
tend to support home owership9 but there are pressures in favor 
ot it from bllsiness and from the Government. 
The trend toward home ovnership results only in part from 
the demand of f'ami.lies who have the 1:noome and job stabilit,' 
which encourages them to buyo It also results from the many 
other families vhoi> at lover income levels and vith less job 
stabilit7, cannot find an apartment or house to rent that meets 
their family reqUirementsg andlwho turn to the liberal .financ-
ing terms which are availableo 
Not only is there a greatl7 inoreaeed demand tor housing and f'or 
hca.e ownership because of' housing shortagesi> but more and more aphasia 
11 being given to the importance of' good housing. 
In a recent study'9 experts at Cornell University asked a thousand 
tamilie• about the importance of good how,ing • 
• • • in the opinions expressed by the one thousand families 
, o o o the7 rated good housing above auoh other forms of invest-
aent aa nice clothes and expensive vaoationso Most families 
lolerm Ho Be:yer9 Housings A Fagtual Ape)vsi1p (New Yorks The 
MacMillan Company P 1958) 9 PPo 167 9 168 • 
.-
would choose a college education for their children rather than 
good housingo A better job9 on the other hand, would in all 
likelihood persuade them to accept somewhat less !ban •good 
housing" :l.f that vas the only vay to get the jobo 
Persons seeking home ewnership and better housing are activated by 
many goals. Among these many goals9 emotional goals seem to furnish 
strong motivation. 
Rosov listed emotional goals asi 
••• (a) ego satietaotion (family pride in owningp and its 
desire tor selt=expression ud oreativity-) 9 (b) tud.l.y security (a stable location and family s)'lllbol) 9 and (a) psychic security (being one~s own boss9 having a sanctUl,17'9 and the romantic 
nostalgia attached to home ovnersnip) .'J -
Social goals also otter strong motivation0 Muller lists these as: 
• o. (a} security and stabili~9 (b) security in old age9 (c) higher status in the oomnnmity, (d) home ownership as an 
educational infiuence9 (e) virtue ot private property owner-
ship9 (r) better citizenshif9 (g} opportunity to build the 
kind or home you desire9 (h other amenities of hme ownership 
as allwing timcering around the house and garden9 and (i) 
home as an asset to be passed to heirso4 
Still other goals stress the relation ot adequate housing to the 
social institution of the tamily o With respect to the eff'ecrts of the 
home on the f'amily9 Mumford saysg 
The basi(') standards of' the past century were false. The 
f'anrily is more important than the factory, life only avails9 
i t -is not the means of living. And it the family is more im= 
portant9 it must claim greater weight in our calculations and 
time schedules9 and activities and social plans ••• Our 
2Glenn H., · Beyer9 Thomas w. Mackesey9 and James It. Montgomery. 
Houses are for Peopleo (New Yorkg Cornell University 
Housing Research Center9 1955) 9 p. 470 
.3Irving Rosw 9 Modem Architecture rd Sogial Cbepge ( unpiblished 
thesis 9 Wayne University9 1948 . as qucted in Glenn H., Beyer9 
Heusings A Factual Analysis (Nev Yorkg 1958) 9 Po 164., 
4Henry McCulley Mullerv Urban Home Ownership (PhoD• dissertation9 
1947) as quoted in Glenn Ho Beyer9 Housingg A Faetual Analysis 
(New Yorkg 1958} 9 Po 165., · 
2 
methods of financing and building houses 9 our metheds of de~ 
signing cemmunities and organizing cities9 must all meet the 
demands of the familys give it a foundation and insure its 
continuityo 
Our homes and conmunities must9 even as physical 
r' structures9 express the central importance of the family, 
they Dlllst be built on a human scale9 and wear a friendly 
tacso5 
In writing f'urther of the importance of the f'amily9 Mumford 
statess 
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The pattern or the village and the falilily group9 brought in 
by neolithic culture9 is still a fundamental one~ more needed today 
perhaps than evero It is only in the close mixed society of' families 
and neighbors9 of work fellows and play f'ellows 9 that the inti= 
macies9 the solidarities9 the basic understandings and unanimities 
needed for hmnan growth can take place o. o Above all we need9 
particularly as children9 the reassuring presence ot a visible 
conmttnity-9 an intimate gr011p that enfolds us with understanding 
and love9 and that becomea an object of' spontaneous loyality9 
as a griterion and point or reference for the rest of the homan 
raceo 
Again Mumford says g 
The design for a dwelling which ignores everything but the 
.:physical ne~essities of the oc~upants is the product of a limited 
conception of science which stops short at physics and meohanics9 
and neglects biology9 psychology9 and sociologyo7 
Still other writers have concerned themselves with the influence 
of housing upon the physiC!lal and mental health of the ocwpants o The 
degree of this infiuence is dif:f'icrult to determineo No technique has 
been developed by which this influence oan be measured 'With any aceu= 
ra~. Great interest in the effects of housing upon the physical and 
'Levis Mumford!) Fijtb f'or Living (New York, Haroourt9 Brace aDd 
Company9 l9JIJ 9 PPo 2.37 9 27..So 
6Levia Mumford9 The Transf'orlMfen of Man (New York& Harper and 
Brothers Pu.blishers9 1956· 9 Po 196e 
7Lewis Mwn.f'ord 9 St d Sto 9 A Study of' American Architecture 
and Civilization . Nev York~ Boni and Liveright!) 1924) Po 179e 
mental health of the ocffllpants9 however9 has been shown as evidenced 
by the concern of mental eygienists .. Dr. Paul V., Lemkay9 Professor or 
Mental Hygiene at Johns Hopkins School of Mental Health, writes: 
The perusal of cases indicate that there are situations 
directly related to housing vhioh ~e important factors in mental 
ill health of individuals and or the family unit. Crowding makes 
irritations and interruptions inevitable9 causing personality 
clashes which can grow into a deep seated and repressed bitter-
ness that are conceded to be or importance in some· mental dis-
eases .. 
Irritations lead to the n011~produotive expenditure of 
energy which in turn ends in over=tatigue9 feelings of frustra-
tion and eventually to an attitude or givmg up. The refrigerator 
vhioh can be placed in only one position in a badly planned roClll 
is an example., Ir its door opens the wrong vat)) each time it is 
opened9 there are useless9 resented9 and fatiguing extra steps 
involved in valking or squeezing around it to get at the contents., 
Irritability thus in~uced is net confined to the retrigerator9 but 
is likely to spread into a mood or irr:it:ability to be twohed oft 
by other situati011s., Such series or events are common enough to 
indiGate that wherever the sequence can be interrupted it is ad-
visable to interrupt it to~ the sake of the mental health of' the 
family., In this sense9 the design of the hous§ and f'ttrniture be-
c:2omes a mental technique of great importance .. 
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Thus9 lack of adequate housingD the traditional desire of the American. 
people for home ownership9 a recognition of the emotional aspects of 
better housing and of home evnership9 the social values of adequate 
housing9 and the relation of housing to family living and to the- physical 
and mental health of the occmpants have all contributed to the demand 
for better housing., Yet9 :me.ny oonsmers_of housing are unaware of what 
really constitutes good housing., They still buy and rent with only 
nebulous ideas or vhat they are really seeking. 
8p11pping the Home .for Oeqpangy by the American Public Health 
Association9 Committee on the Hygiene of Housing9 Public 
Administration Serviae9 1050., Po 1. 
Statement of the Problem 
How can people acquire knowledge of adequate and satisfaotor.r 
.housil:lg which will enable them to be intelligent oonsUJ1ers ot housing? 
The current study seeks to identity content areas which might be 
included in a one-semester.1,1 feur-hour course inJ(ouseplaJUdng and aeoor-
ating.1,1 designed f'or soph•re or junior students in home eoonomies.1,1 a 
course which would help these students deTelop an 1J11derstanding and aD 
appreGiation of the basio problems in the general area of housing., 
The Purposes or the Study' 
The primary pll"J)Ose of the current stwi,- is to ascertain, by 
authoritative couoaus 9 what areas ot housing should be included in 
a one=semester 9 rour~hou.r course in Mou.sepluudng and d!eoorating de= 
signed tor. ~ophaaore or junior students in home eooncmioa9 a course 
designed to help these students develop an understanding and an appre-
ciation ot the basic problems in the general area of housinge 
A second purpose of the study is to determine what i tema should be 
included in these areas ot course oontento 
A third purpose is to det ermine a recommended sequence for present-
ing the1e areas in such a course., 
Need tor the Study 
The present study is timely in view of the tremendous growth in the 
·need for adequate houing9 mental bygienists0 concern with the impaat ot 
housing upen mental heal th9 and an interest of the colleges ottering 
oourses in houseplamdng and deeoratingo Beyer9 estimates that the need 
9caemt Ho Beyer~ Hoµaingg . A Faqtu'i'sAglysis (New Yorkg The 
Maamillan Compo.y 9 1958) 9 Po 4o 
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tor new houses between 1955 and 1'65 vill be betveen lo3 million and 
lo9 million annu.allyo 
At the college and UDiversity lnel.i eourses in housing haTe been 
initiated only reoentlyo Some of these ·Scl:hools provide training at the 
graduate level for students vho might become qualif'ied to teach hous-
ing .. · Moreover9- there is general kmvledge that the study of housing 
is defined differently f'rom campus to Gampas aJX1 tram person to persollo 
The varied concepts and the relatively formless nature of the image 
that people with such varied baekgrou:ads as mtrition9 textiles and 
clothing9 home mailagemen.t9 household ecoll0Ddos 9 general home ecOJaolli.Gs.P 
merohandising9 agricultural economics1 family econollios9 home economioa 
eduoation11 arohiteeture.i applied art1 family relatiens9 sociologys, art 
education9 and biological science~ have exerted an influence upon the 
oontent of the courses vhioh they teach .. 
Within the last two years colleges of home economies iD land=grant 
iutitutieu have become avare of a need to clarify the concept of 
heu•ing and have become concerned vith how the aubject should be taught. 
Toward this end9 in October 1957 the .first national cenf'ereJlce on the 
teac,hing of housing was held at the University of Illinoiso 
fersou trained ill ed/or interested in the social, eooaaic9 and 
lepl phaaea of heuaing.9 and those trained ia hoae turni8hin11g houae-
hold eqtd.paentg and interior design vere invited to participate i• the 
ooatereaeeo 
The co:aterenoe.P aucGesstul as it wasp clearly indicated that the 
problea vaa of such magaitude that one or more additional 00Jlferenoe1 
would be •eededo Coueque:atl1 a second oonte:r91loe will be held at Iowa 
State College iB Ooteber 19580 
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The writer belieTes that the findings of the current study may make 
u important contri~tion to the refinement, clarif'ieation9 and general 
improvement of the teaching of this particular phase of housing at the 
national as well as the regional levelo 
Scope of the $tud;y 
The study is limited to the identification of areas of housing 
and items within these areas whic:m should be included in a general 
course in houseplamtl.ng and decorating and the sequence in which the 
areas should be presentedo The study is not concerned with wa;rs or 
methods of presenting the areas ot housing in such a coursee 
The study is turther limited to responses of people in land-grant 
institutions who were named by deans of home econcmiGs in these in= 
stitutions as start member s who they felt were qualified by experience 
7 
or- training to participate in such a studyo 
Filially, the study is lilll.ted b.)' the toolmiquo used. In the que1ti0Jl- \ 
Ilaire method ot research there is always the possibility that the sample 
ia •ot repreae:ntativee It is di.tti@ult to be sure of the reliability' 
and Talidity of the instrumento Informat ion is limited to written 
respo•ses to prearranged queati onso The phraseology may not be cJ.,ar 
to the respondent, the wording of the instrument may be biased, and 
'\here is the danger of the reapondent0 s misinterpreting the queatioue 
.hrthermore9 the respondents reapond fr• ditterent frames of reter81lcee 
DetiJdtion ot Te~ 
HOUSIPLA.lflfIBG9 in this study9 is defined as the planning ot a house 
to aeet the needs ot a fud.l;y9 orientation or the home to the aite9 
arrangement ot the rooms9 adequate lighting9 sufficient and vell-
planned storage9 and functional kitchen arrangementso 
A GENERAL COURSE is defined as a course for home economios sopho-
mores and juniors dealing with the consideration and evaluation of the 
ece:aomic9 social, psychological9 aDd physical aspects of housinge 
A RELATED HOUSING COURSE is defined as one whose centent is made 
up of closely related facets ot housing other than planning the house 
itselt9 such as home f'urnishings 9 lamdsoape design for the home9 home 
management, od household equipnente 
A FOlJR=HOUR COURSE, •s used in this study9 refers to a one-semester 
course having feur hours credite 
MethQdology of the study 
A survey or the opinions of a group of persons teaching housing 
end/er related courses in colleges was deemed a suit able technique for 
securing data relevant to the p.irpoaes of' the studyo Since many of the 
departments and oolleges of home economics are food in land= grant 
institutions9 the res}l(')ndents we~e selected from the home economics 
faculties at these institutionae 
Desip ot the Check]iat 
In order to se~ure responses from respondents in the land-grant 
oolleges9 the inTestigater needed a cheG'.klisto In order to prepare such 
8 
a checklist9 the investigator auneyed the writings of' experts in houa-
ing. The writings surveyed included mu.y articles in journals and maga-
zine• aJtd maJl1 books relating to the philosopldoal9 psychologioal~ aooial.9 
ad eco•ai.o aspects of houaingo It included publiGations by illterier 
decorators9 housing e~rts9 house builders9 architects and draf'tsmen9 
psyohologists9 and sociologists. From the reading the investigator com-
piled a list of common areas and ·topies treated in publicationse This 
list of areas and topics was organized into a preHm:inary checklist 
(Appendix A). The cheoklist included a statement of course objectives 
a:nd two parts to be cheGked in the light. of the objectives. The first 
part contained five general areas of course content which the inves-
tigator assumed would meet the .objectives of the course in ho~eplan.-
ning and decorating. The five general areas were broken into specitio 
topics to indioate points of emphasis. The second part of the check-
list was related to the sequence of topies. 
In Part I the respondents were asked to check on a three-point 
scale what they beliend the importance of the items to be. The illdi-
cated respc,11ses were8 (1) "Should be included• 9 (2) •Probably should 
be inGluded•9 and (3) •Should be omitted•e The respondents were invited 
to add tepics at the end of each area 01d to mmke general comments en 
Part I. 
In Part II the respondents were asked to indicate the sequence in 
which they felt the areas in Pll"t I 9 if they should be included9 shc,uld 
be presented in a general course in housinge Here9 too $ space was al= 
lowed for general conments on Part II. 
The personal data sheet (Appendix B) which was attached to the 
@hecklist9 provided space for the name 9 sex9 present aoademie position9 
and the institution where the person was currently teachinge The 
eduGational information included the institutions attended9 the years 
attended9 the major .f'ields 9 the degrees reoeived 9 and the dates of 
these degrease The respondents were asked if t,hey were currently 
9 
~!!~~g or if they had taught in the last tvo years (a) a general 
course in houtling ui1/or (b) a course related to housingo They vere 
also asked to list a~ _protesaional experience» other than teacbing9 
related to housingo 
The preliminary oheckliat» together vi.th the personal data sheet 
and the objectives for the course vas then subnitted to staff members 
of the Dc9parlaent of Hqusing_ and Interior Design and to the head of 
the Department of Home Management., Equipnenti, and Family Eeonomi.Gs at 
Oklahoma State University for consideration, critioism9 and evaluation 
as an instrument of investigation in the proposed studyo 
The checklist was revised in the light of the suggestions made by 
this grcupo The revised chewclist (Appendix C) was to be sent to 
seleoted respondents in aixty=s~· land.;,g?'ant. inatituions. 
The Selection of the Respondent& " 
A letter was sent to the department heads and deans of home C!IOOll= 
Ries ill sixt7=8ix land=grant institutions9 asking eaeh to designate 
a person• his start who wa~ qualified and who would be willing to 
re•poDd to the Ghecklist tor the purpose t identifying areas of houa-
illg which sheuld be included ill a one~semester., feur=hour course ha 
houseplanning and decoratiJlg designed for sophomore or junior student• 
iJl hOJ1e eooaemea (Appendix D) o 
Tea schools did not respond to the lettero The deans or three 
•cheols indicated that they did not have anyone on the staff vho was 
qualif'ied to respond to the obeoklisto -The deaB of a fourth school 
f'elt t.hat :no ene on the faculty had suftioient time to participate i• 
t · 
the •tud::, to the extent et GOmpleti•g the ohecklisto The deans ud 
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department heads from the remaining fifty=two schools suggested fif'ty-
aix persons thought to be qualified and willing to respond to the 
checklisto 
These fifty-six respondents from the fifty-two schools included 
twenty-three vho were trained in Home Management and Household F.qUip-
ment9 twelve who were trained in Housing and Design1 nine who were 
trained in Home Economics and Home Economics Eduoation9 and tvelve who 
were trained in Other Areas (Appendix E)o or the fifty-six respondents9 
twenty=five were teaching both general and related housing courses9 
forty=f'ive were teaching gener al courses, and thirty-five were teach= 
ing related courseso 
A letter9 together with the ohecklist9 the personal data sheet9 and 
the objectives of the courae9 was mailed in the second week of Novellber 
1957 to each of these f'ifty=six persons who had been named as respend-
ents (Appendix F} o 
By the middle of December 1957 rorty=five completed checklists 
had been returned to the investigatoro In order to increase the number 
ef ret~s9 the investigator mailed ~ards in the first week in January 
1958 to those who had not returned the checlclisto The cards asked the 
respondents to reply within two weekso By the last of January9 returns 
had been received from all fifty-six persons selected as respendents, 
thus the return was 100 per cento 
The data were classified and arranged ac~ording to (1) areas in 
which the teachers of housing and related subjects were trained at the 
graduate level and (2) the kinds of housing o~urses they were teaohingo 
Other personal data gather ed eencerning the respondents9 such as 
aGademio rank~ the institution where they were teacbing9 institutions 
11 
attended9 years attem.ded9 degrees received9 dates of degrees 9 and 
professional experience related to housing other than teaching9 were 
not used as the data were too varied to be organized into oategoriese 
In Chapter I the increased interest in adequate housing is present-
84.9 the importance of s'llitable _ housing is stre~sed 9 and the problem 
:- . . .. ~ ' 
or the study is stated as a need to identify areas to be included in 
a course in houseplanning and decorating designed for students in boae 
HIODOmiOS Which would help SUCh student& &Gquire lau,wledp .. Of adequate 
and satiafaotory housing to enable them to be intelligent eonaaers ot 
housingo .. '.~ 
The pur,poses of the stud:, are •tated (1} to identify areas of 
housing _to -:be included in the proposed courae; , (2). •t~-detijrliJin~ i tema 
to be incerporated in-these area1s, and (.3) to ascertain a reocmmended 
• ; 1 ~ • • ' } • ' 
sequence for presenting these areaae 
The need for the study is given9 and the i~teres~ of colleges and 
universities in offering courses in houseplanning and decorating is 
reoognizede 
The limitation of the stu~y are identification tt>f areas of housing 
and items within these areas whicih should be included in a., gen@ral 
~. : ' ti ~' 
course .~l'l ;houseplamrl.ng and deeorating alld the sequence ·1n~wllch these 
areas should be presemtedo The study is not concerned with waYs or 
·, 
means of presentiDg the areas in such a ceurseo It is .ftu"ther-.1.imited 
to the ·res1)D:ases to the che6klist as iwell a<s the technique Ul"M in 
obtaining the responseso, 
The ,prooedures of the stua; are desoribedo: These, includ~ a survey 
l2 
and an aJlalysis of published writings concerned with adequate housing 
t0 ascertain topics and areas connnon tc the writiDgs of authorities9 
the preparation of a checklist and its revision9 the selectiOE. of the 
respondents 9 the method of securing data9 and the plan of organizing 
and presenting the data. 
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CHAPTER II 
SURVEY C1' LI'mRATURE 
In order to prepare the oheokli•t which wa• to be used to deter-
mine the area, and the itema to be inoluded in a tour-heur general 
course in housing for sephomore and juJd.cr 1tudent1 in home economic19 
the inve1tigator made a &Ul'l'Vey t published materials relating to ho'Wl-
inge The materials read and aJlalyzed included article19 in both pre~ 
fessional and lay magazines, and books relating to the psychological9 
s~aial9 eaonomiG9 and design aspects of hou1ingo No research studies 
dealing with the problem were toundo 
From the topics treated in the literature the investigator prepared 
a checkli8to The analy1ia of literature shewed that the tepic1 treated 
~uld be organized in five areaae These became the major area& of the 
@lheclclist2 Area I 9 Housing and Family Life; Area II.9 Economic Aspects 
of Housing, Area III9 The Site and Neighb!>rhood, Area IV.9 Heuseplan= 
ning fer Family Needs, and Area V9 Interior and Furnishings of the 
Bousee 
Area I = Housing and F•m;1ly Life 
A survey of the .writings which dealt with housing and its effeot11 
upen family life revealed that the writers were concerned with housing 
and the family life ~cle9 social effects of housing on the family as 
a social unit9 previsions tor family living including all family 
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aetivities9 provision for rest amd privacy-9 and safety in the h(i)Dl.eo 
Faulkller19 in a discussion or family living9 listed four areaa te 
be considered before buying or building a homeg getting started, living 
with ethers9 private living9 and housekeepingo 
Ke:nnedy2 devoted four chapters of bis book to family liteo The 
material presented included the people who live i11 the houses and what 
they want of them9 the people who make up a family and the demudi made 
en the house by this fandly9 the translation of the demands of a fami~ 
into a scheme for a houae 9 and how the activities of a family should 
effect the plan of the hou1e9 furniture9 arrangement9 and e<luiJJDeBto 
Keppe statedg 
Hou1es and f'urniture are objective things im our world 
'that are meurl.ngle11 apart i'rem the ways in which they are 
usedo 
From the e~logical point of view9 housing and furnish"" 
ings are important to the paychology of the ind:ividualo 
The direct relationship between behavior patterns of 
the family and its housing facilities is particularly im= 
pertant when we censider that the family is far fraa a stable 
gl"O'ilpo.3 
Mumf'ord4 'Wl°Qte about the imp0rtance of the family and the con= 
sideration due the housing of the family as well as the increased 
interest of architeets in the planning of homes for better livingo 
lRay Faulkner9 Inaide Today0 e Homo (New York9 1954)0 
2:Bobert Woods Kenned79 The Hou1e pd the Art of Its De@ign (New York., 195.3}., 
.3william Ao Koppep •The Psyohelogioal Meanings or Housin~, 
Marriage pd Family Liying9 XVII (May 1955)9 129 = 13L 
4Levis Mumford9 !he Culture of Citie1 (New York9 19.38) o 
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Mmnferd' ,tressed the relationship of adequate housing to the 
secial inatitutiom of the familye He discussed the importance of the 
family group in human growthe6 Mumf'ord7atressed the danger of consider-
ing 0:nly the physical needs of families when planning homes and wrete 
f."urtherg • a o e the human scale o o o has everywhere been maintained9 
aesthetie qualities are balanced by human quali tieso,.S 
Ostrow wrote of the impression made on him by a mCi>tte 9 •Home is 
a Place to Hang Your Heart• and atated 9 " o o o a home which has and 
uses reereation as a regular part er its life is a happier hC!Deo•9 
Pond9 in writing of the psyohological needs of the family9 statedi 
Each dwelling serves a multiplieity of purposese It not oDly 
:pNvldes shslter9 but it is the fews of f~l:r life9 ad as 
such9 must provide the family with opfall'tuaity to be isolated 
from the oODIIDUJd ty and the neighbor& o' 
Redl and Wineman diacuased the influeace of heusing upon childreng 
It is amazing hew aensitive even ethervise defeasive 
@hildren are to the •atmospherem which the very le§atiOB9 the 
arohiteGtural design9 the space distribution of the ho1,1se9 
the arrangemellt and type of f'urniabillgs 9 the equipnent9 the 
style ot houaekeeping suggestoll 
5Lewis Mumf'ord 9 Faith fer Liying (Nev York 9 194)) o 
6r.ms Mumfordi, The Trpsformatiem of Ma:n (New York9 1956)0 
7tewis Mumf'ord 9 Sticks and Stones (New York9 1924) o 
8Lewis Mumf'ord. 9 From the Ground Up (New York 9 1947) i, Po 5o 
9Albert Ao Ostrow9 Planning Your Home for Play (Atlmtasi 1954} 9 
Pe lo 
1~. Ellen Pond9 mThe Imfluenoe of Housing on Health• 9 
Marriage and Famjly Liyip,g9 nx (May 1957) 9 pp ... 157 o 
llFritz Redl and David Wineman9 Cont;n,11 from Within 
(Glencoe9 Illoi, 1952) 9 Po .42o 
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Walsh12 was concerned with the problem of adequate housing. He 
stated that in spite of modern methods, materials9 and equipnent9 
changes in houses have bee:n slight in oomparison to changes in family 
patterns of living. 
MeGin1eyl3 diacussed the importance of privacy in plamdng homes 
for family living as did the artieles 11Seclusion by Design•14 and 
•Pinpointing Privaey.11 15 
11Making Your Heme Safe to Li~e In'\, by Mosele,16 contained inform-
ation for the home builder aa did •A House that Epitomizes Safety•.17 
From these vritings 9 item• one through ni:ne 9 referring to Housing 
and Family Life9 were aeleated. 
Area II = Eqpom.iq Aspects t Hous:1pg 
Writings examined which dealt with the economic phases 0f housing 
showed that the authors were concerned with the pros and eons er heme 
onership9 building standards with emphasis en the regulations of the 
Federal Housing Administration9 estimating building coats 9 means of 
financing a home9 costs of home ownership including the effects er local 
\ 
17 
12Ho Vande:rvcort Walshll .;;,Y~our~· ..;.:Ho::.»:.:e:::..::B~eA=!lotK-.:.,,i,.=-~~ (New York., 1950) o 
13Phyllis MoGinleyj) •Privaczy-11 9 
32p 33v 98c 
I 14-tseolusion by Design" 9 House and Garden 9 January 19579 .34~4lo 
1511Pinpointing Privaey-19 9 House and Garden 9 Jal!l.uary 19579 42=5lo 
16Alfred Lo Moseley9 11Making Your Home Sate te Live in" 9 Living 
fer Young Homemakers9 March 19569 83 9 119=1210 
1711A House t hat Epitomize& Saf"ety=Conditioningl9 9 Living for Youpg 
Homemaker19 Marcili 19569 70""8lo 
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conditions on building costs and the prelimiJl&ry and contiauillg cest• 
er home cownership. 
Beyer discussed some of the economic aspects of housingg the demand 
and supply factors of the market , production» finan~ing9 and tenure, 
and design criteria and en;drenmental faoters.18 
Hep.sea Are For Peeple is a •tudy of home buyer motivations.19 
Faulkner20 devoted 0:ne chapter to costs and budgets 9 and PinJc21 
and Rapkin22 wrote of the eGOnomic aspect• of housing for the middle 
income familyo 
Tunnara23 related the tradition of land and home evnership i• 
AmeriGao 
From these writings 9 items one through seveJt.9 concerning the 
Eeonomic Aspects of Housing9 were liatedo 
Area III = The Site a:nd Neighberhood 
A survey of the publicaticms which dealt with building sites aJld 
neighborhoods revealed that the writers were interested in building 
reatrictions in neighborhoods 9 neighborheod facilities 9 eoenomic aspects 
18Glenn Ho Beyer 9 Housing& A Factual Analysis (Nev York9 1958) o 
19Glenn Ho Beyer9 Thomas Wo Mackesey9 and James Eo Montgemery9 
Houses are for People (Col"D.ell U:niversity9 1955). 
20iiay Faulknerp· Inside Today0 s Home (New York~ 1954). 
21Loms Ho Pink9 •Housing the Middle Inceme Family" D Marriage 
Fsmily Living9 XVII (May9 1955) o 
22Chester Rapldn9 wean the American Family Afferd an Adequate 
Home?• Marriage and Family Liyipgp XVII (May!) 1955)0 
23Christcpher T\lDJlard and Henry Home Reed9 ;American Skylille (New Y0rk9 1953)e 
of the site and neighbcrhoods residential landscaping and relating the 
heuse to the sites and effects of the site and neighborhepd on the life 
of a f'amilyo 
Gruenberg24 wrote of the trend of moving to the suburbs and the 
Ghanges in housing and family living which are involvedo 
Jenes25 discussed planned environment and individual lotss 
Jobnstcne26 wrote of selection et the siteo 
KeJU1edy27 disC7Ussed how the surroundings should affeGt the style 
of a house and how the site should affect its plan and eoneepto 
From these publicationlils items one through sixs referring to 
the Site and Neighborhoods were formulatedo 
Area IV= Houseplannjng fer F•mjlv Needa 
Writings e:x:aminedii which dealt with houseplamrl.ng from the view= 
~int er family needs 9 showed the authers were concerned with erien= 
tation of the houses flexibility of planss eirGulatien problems9 fene~= 
traticns sterages lightings and individual areas as they were planned 
to meet family needao 
Bauer emphash;ed new :influences on the m0dern dwelling plano In 
reference to Le Corbusier and Fr ank Ll yd Wrights who worked quite 
i.ndependently9 she stated8 
24sidonie Matsner G:ruenberg9 WThe Challenge of the New Suburbas• 
Marriage and Family Liyingp XVII (Mayp 1955)0 
25Ao Quincy Jones and Frederick Eo Emm.0nss Builders0 Hemes for 
Better Liying (New Yc,rkp 1957) o 
26J3o Kenneth JelmstODes Building or Buying a Heue, (New Yorks 
1945) 0 
27Robert Woods Keuedy9 The House and the Art of Its Design (New Y•rk9 1953)0 
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~'fA~7 re~cited _a~~s~ the notiG>n_fiJ! a dvelli:ng as a series ef _ 
'tittle box=like rooms.,., ., The interior space itself became some= 
thing which was -directed -rather thM confined., ., ., ., Space really 
flows in the best of these hcm.ses., 
Regarding the more progressive Continental architects she saidg 
- ·- . --
- It -mu.at -be admitted that the -various points of thia new 
architectural oc,inpass .. ilocial9 bygienici, e·conemiei, technologicsals, 
and aesthetic~ have so tar rarely if ever been integrated inte 
&JIJ" one solution.29 
In reference to plamning the modena housei, Ford stated: 
Moden residential architecture • ., • makes its drastic 
imcvations by meo,.s of reccgnitio:a er two taotss that radial 
ebanges in modes of living aeoesaitate equally thorough ~ing 
changes in houseplanning.JO 
Gn.r31 said that the practical heuse fer oontemperary living should 
enable a family to live in the best possible way within the f'r.inewerk 
et condit ions., 
Ia studying the uses er heu1es ~ Winniu32 uaed reoma rather thaa 
dwelling uni.ta as the basis for mea11Urement. 
Among the problem& in plamdng ligll.Uag for a heme diaunissed by 
Commery?3 were cioler and lightll selecting and organizing aooesaoriea 
and leps9 and met heds of lighting a home., 
WFer Better Living"' illustrates and de1ciribes a house built fer 
Dre Rober t Beyd 9 direeitor of the Dayli ght ing Laboratery9 U:niver sit y et 
28cather i ne Bauer,, M0dern Hcusi ng (Nev York ~ 1934) 9 pp., 199, 2000 
29ibid., 
.30James Ford and Kat herine Morrow Ford., The Modern House ia 
America (New York,, 1940} 9 p., 10., 
3lJean Graf and Don Graf9 Prfqtieal I!!Pses for Contemperary 
Liying9 (Nev York9 1953 . 
32Louis Wi nni.Gk9 American H0usi ng and Its Use (New York9 1957). 
33Ee W., Commery and C., Eugene Stephenson9 Hoy to Decorate and 
Light YOµi" HoJM (New York9 1955). 
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Micbigani, •as the means ef pointing the way too entirely new concept 
of what makes a heuse psychologically comfortableo•34 . 
Berg1en35 wr te of eelor apPlication in lighting9 and Ewing36 
treated light as a design elemento 
From these writings)) items one through tllirty-two» pertaiJd.ng to 
Houseplanning for Family •eedsi, were listedo 
Area V - Interior 11d FurJd1hjpg1 of the Hotu1e 
A survey ef the writings which dealt with the interior of the 
house and its furnishings revealed that the writers were concerned 
with color and its charaGteristios and use19 ferm9 adaptability» and 
UTangememt and selectien of furniturei, treatment of n ersi, walls» 
and wimew1i, designi, usei, ud arrangement ef aocesaerleso 
Euatis37 organized deGorating information in such a way that it 
forms a systematic guide fer the 1.y peraonus use. 
Pahlma:n11 stated his beek:i II o o o is JIOt a book in which. you will 
find haro=and-fast rules o o o but a dedicated effort to explai:a some 
ot the Ullderlying principles of interior deceration.•38 
Pepi.•39 has written a brief history of interior decorating as a 
34i&For Better Livi:ag11 9 Interior Desig9 XIVIIIi, (May 1957> » 122. 
· 35Mar1e Bergson» "Coler AppliG&tion in Lighting't 9 I:aterltr Desip» 
IX.VIII (October 1957) 9 207» 222 9 236» 2390 -
36Gerald Bo Eving9 "Light as a Design Element• 9 Interior Designi, 
XXVIII (August 1957} 9 150=1570 
37Marjerie Le Eustis 9 The Home Degorat<>rs Guide (New York9 1955) • 
.38william P•blrneDJJ 9 The Pahlmm Boek of Interior Design (New York9 1955) 9 5a 
39Betty Pepi8j Gqide te Interior Deceration (New York~ 1957)0 
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ba.@kgr90.lld for diacusaio:ns c0a4:19raing the infiuence or 11ertai• ether 
OO'lllltries 011 decorating in Ameri~• and for furniture fa11hiens and 
designers of tedaye 
R.ck.w-40 wrote of the relatiti>n ~tween the elements ef decorating 
and the elements themselves 9 as did Ke:anedY41 and Trillinge42 
Beth StoreY43 and Birrea44 related all f'u:rld.ahiJlga t. the uae et 
From these wr.i.t1:ngs 9 statemeats ene threugh tea9 reterri.Jlg te the 
Interior and Funaishings of the Ho1111e 9 were formulated. 
The ohecikliat for the study was conatruGted from a survey of the 
publi~ations ·diaems&ed i• Chapter II and from the eriticiams expressed 
by the Hou1d.11g and Interl•r Desiga jurye 
TopiG11 appearing in these publi~ations which were related to 
Heusing and Family Lif'e were the imi»rta:aoe of the family in our 
1eoiety 9 the direct relationship between behavier patten& of the 
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family and heusing f'a~ilities 9 privaay9 safety9 housekeepi.g9 the 
imperta:aeie of the family grMp ill human gNWtla9 the dallger of ciensidering 
40iiazel Kory Roe.kn and Julius Rockow9 New Creative Heme 
De~orati•g (New York9 1956) .. 
41Rebert Woods Kennedy 9 The House 1.11d the Art of Its Deaip (Nev York9 1953). 
42Mabel Be Trilling and Flerencie Williams Nieholas9 De1im Your Home for Liyillg (New York9 1953)0 
43Walter ReJldell Storey9 FurJQ.Bhing With Color (Nev York, 1945)e 
MFaber Birren9 11c lor Comes First18 9 House and Gard.ell.9 CXII (September 1957) 659 1779 1780 
I 
ellly phyai®al needs9 aJld hou1ea and turnishing1 as impertant to the 
p;ycmol•gy er the individualo 
Point, relatiag to the E@Onomio Aapect1 et Hou•ing were demud and 
suppiy fa~t~ of the housi g market9 preduction and tiil .. cillg9 •••t• 
and bu.dgets 9 values ed hOD\e buyer metivations9 and the eoe•l11c oo= 
sideratien tor middle iJaG9JD.e ftUD.ilie8o 
The trend of movi•g te the suburb1 wa1 one of the tepics relev .. t 
t. the Site and Neighborbeod i:acluded in these wri.tb.gao Others were 
sele~tion of the site11 i:ndi't'idual lets9 pl ... ed e:avir•pent9 infiueace 
et the surroud:illgs •• the style of the heuae9 aJld influeJlee of the 
site o• the pl .. o 
Subjects related to Heuseplanaing fer Family Needs vere •ew ia-
reaultiJag in Ghoges ia plamaing9 contemporary h•u•es built fer the 
best living pesaible i• a .framework et ooJlditiou9 the ember or reeu 
ratller tho the •umber of dwelli:ag Di.ti a• a guide i• studying the 
problem et adequate heuling.11 metheds er lighti.Bg a home9 and appli= 
~ati0n of eolor in lighting. 
Areas pertaining to Interior amd Furnishb.gs of the House were 
underlying prinm.ple,1 of oolor and design9 hiateriGal baeikgromads u 
a baai& of understanding inf'luen~es of tcday9 the relation between the 
elements of interiors and :furnishings as well as the elements them= 
selves 9 and oolor in all its useso 
From the topite1s treated ia the literaturej) the areas te be indud= 
ed i• the course wer e determined~ and the items within each area were 
tormulatedo These constituted the oheGklist used fer the st udyo 
2.3 
CHAPTER III 
TOTAL RESPONSES TO CHECKLIST 
Whea respo•Ha te the cheokliat had bee• received from fifty ... aix 
persena 1- fitty=twe reapo•diJlg aoheela9 data were assembled .. d ergaa-
ized oa the ba1ee illd-icated i• the pr•~edures (Chapter I, p~ 11). 
Al theugh f'ltur e<tlmm.1 were used •• the checklist9 the •Sheuld be ia.= 
cil.uded18 and the •fr,ebably should be i.Jlcluded• reape .. es were tetalled 
as •Accepted• iteDl8 siace both indioated a degree ot acoept .. ceo The 
•Should be omitted18 re11pa1ea o.d the •Item, not checked• were tetalled 
a1 •Reje~ted18 items i• •• muca as they i.Jadioated te the writer whole 
•r partial reje~tioae 
T•tal re1pense1 fer all reape•dents are &hewn i• Table I. A study 
ef the data in Table I reveal, that there were 3228 ~Accepted• re1peAS1= 
es and enly 356 18Rejeated18 respeiwea 9 coastituti•g 9() per •ent aad 10 
per Gent respeeitively of the tetal 3584 reapo:uese This f'i.Jlding indi= 
Gates that the respendents· generally a~~epte~ the content areas and 
items iaeluded in the che~iite 
Tetal RespeJWe to the Areas of Course Co•tent 
Although 90 per cent of the iteDJJJ o• the che~iat were ao~eptable 
te the respendents 9 a study of the reapo•se1 te individual areas of 
24 
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TABLE I 
TOTAL RESPONSES TO CHECKLIST AREAS 
Areas of Course Content Ratings Number of Per Cent* 
Respenses 
I Housing and Family Life Accepted 497 99 
Rejected 7 1 
n Eimonomic Aspeats of Housing Accepted 356 91 
RejeGted 36 9 
Ill The Site and Neighborhood Accepted 316 95 
Rejected 17 5 
IV Houseplanning for Family Needs A.o~epted 1659 93 
Rejected 13.3 7 
V Interior and Furnishings of the Accepted 400 72 
House 
Rejected 
) 
160 28 
TOTA.Ls 
Rejected 356 10 
* Per Cents are rounded to the nearest vhole per ~ante 
aeurse ceJ1te:nt (Table I) shows that acceptance waa greatest for Area lg 
Heusi:ag and Family Lifeg with 99 per cent acoept8llceo Acceptance waa 
least fer Area Vg b.terior and Furm.shllga •f the HeW1e 9 with e:aly a 
72 per oeat ac~ept8llceo Accept8llce respe.aes for Area III9 The Site 
and Neighberhe-1; Area IV9 HeuaeplSJUdag fer Family Needs; aad Area 
II, E@e•aic Aspect, er HousiJlgi, were 95 per oentg 9.3 per oe•t9 aad 
91 per oe•t re1pectively. 
Area I 9 Heud•g and Family Lite; area Ilg Eoeuaio A1pecta et 
Housi:agi Area III9 The Site and Neighberhoed; ad area IV9 Heusepla•= 
aiJlg for F8Jllily Needs were acoepted 9 i• terms ef tetal respnsesi, by 
more tho 90 per oe•t of the reapeJldents 9 whereas Area V9 Interior 8lld 
Fur.aiahings of the lum•e9 was accepted by e:aly 72 per cent or the re= 
spondent10 Thu1 Areaa 19 Ilg III 9 and IV weuld be acceptable area11 er 
course Ge•te•t9 but Area V shculd be subjeeted to .further study. 
Tetal Respeue te Areaa oa the Cheii,klist 
Ac6ordi:ag t• Training er Respe•deata 
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The data were •ext orga».ized aGcordiag to the tra1-illg er the 
responde:nts9 aa shew in Table IIo Twe11.ty=three respondents were trai-.ed 
i• Home Maugem.ent and Heuseheld F.quipnent9 twelve i• Howaiilg aJtd Desip; 
Jrl.ne 9 in Home EeoMmiela and Home Eoo•mios Eduoati••, 8Jld twelve 1• 
Other Area1 (Appendix E). 
A study of' the data in Table II reveals that i• Area I 9 HeW1b.g 
and Family Life9 the twe•ty=three pers•ns trained in Heme Management 
and Hwaeh ld Equipnent had an ao©eptallce reaponae of 100 per ceat fer 
the area.1 the twelve trained in Heu.sing and Desiga9 98 per cent, the 
nias trained in Heme Eeionomi~a and Heme EcoMmi68 Edu<'lation9 98 per Ge•ti 
TABIE II 
TOTAL RESPONSES TO AREAS ON THE CHECKLIST 
~ccording to Training of Re_spondents 
Areas of Training 
Home Mgto & Housing Ho EC-o 
Equipment and Design Education 
*Areas of Course Number of **Per Number of 
Content Ratings Responses Cent Responses 
I Accept 206 100 106 
Reject 1 2 
II Accept 141 88 74 
Reject 20 12 10 
III Accept 126 91 67 
Reject 12 9 5 
IV Accept 660 90 .366 
Reject 76 10 18 
V Accept 136 59 114 
Reject 94 41 6 
* Area number~ correspond to area mnnbers on cheeklisto 
**Percents ar, rounded to the nearest whole per cento 
**Per Number of **Per 
Cent Responses Cent 
98 79 98 
2 2 2 
88 (I;. 98 
12 1 2 
93 53 99 
7 l 1 
95 270 94 
5 18 6 
95 61 68 
5 29 32 
Other Areas 
Number of **Per 
Responses Cent 
1Q6 98 
2 2 
82 98 
2 2 
70 97 
2 3 
363 95 
21 5 
99 76 
31 24 
~ 
and the twelve trailled in Other Areas9 98 per ceJlto This shewa a clese 
agreeme».t ameng the respondents for Area 19 Houing and Family Life9 
which ranked first 1• tetal acGeptance9 regardless of the preparati .. 
ef the respeadent11 9 sillce the raJlge was frem 98 per oe».t to 100 per 
cent ac~eptanee. 
With re&peiet to Area II 9 Ecc•omic Aspects of Hwsing.1> pera••• 
trained ill Home Managemeat a.ad Hou11eheld Equipnent gave a». accepts.ace 
respase of 88 per cent, these trai•ed 1• Housing and Deaigai, 88 per 
~ent, t hose trained i• Home E(lenomies 8l'ld Home Eco:aemica Eduoati9Jl9 
98 per cent, and those trained in Other Area111 9 98 per cento Ia general9 
this area9 whieh raJlked fourth i• total acoeptance respe:uea 9 is less 
ac~eptable to theH trained 1• Home Management and Heuaeheld Equipne•t 
and in Housing end Desiga and ia ~••iderably more a6Geptable te those 
trained in Home Econcmios and Home Economics Educatio• and in Other 
Arease The range er ac~eptaace varied from 88 per cent te 98 per oento 
PerHU trained i• Heme Ma.aagement and Heuaeheld F.quipnent had a». 
ao~epta.ace response of 91 per cent i Area 1119 The Site and Neighbor= 
heed, these trained i:a H0u1bg a».d Deaip9 93 per oeat, these tra:iJled 
in Home Eooao:mi~• end Home Ese•emica Eduoationp 99 per cent, a:ad those 
trained in Other Areas9 97 per cento Agai•9 thia area9 which ruked 
se~ond in tetal acceptan@e9 vas aoGepted al.Jlleat equally vell9 regard= 
leH of the trainillg f the respondentti 9 ill8.an.u~h a11 the aoGepta».Ge 
ranged from 91 per ce•t tD 99 per cente 
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The respc,ues to Area IV9 Houeplanning f'er Family Need11 9 ahow that 
perseu trained i». HG.Ille Management and Heuaehold F.quiID,ent had u 
aa@epta».ee risspc,•&1e of 90 per cent; that theae trained in Housing and 
Deaign had 95 per Gent, t hat the•e trained in Home E~o•omic,s and Heme 
EGcumios Educatia had 94 per ~ent; and these trained ill Other Area• 
had 95 per cento This area9 which nemked third in tetal accept8Jlce9 was 
a mewhat leas acceptable to those trai•ed i• Hae Ma.Jaagement and 
Heuseheld Equipnent than to ether respondentso The range ef accept8Jloe9 
however9 vaa from 90 per cent to 95 per eento 
In Area V9 IJlterier and Furllialdngs ef the Heuae9 which raJlked 
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fif'th in total accept8Jlce9 aceept8lllce responses ef perse•a trained i• 
Home Mallagement and Httuseheld Equipnent va1 enly 59 per ee•t et the 
tetal, for those trained in Houaag and Desiga9 95 per cent; for these 
tra1-ed in Ho11e Ecenondcs and Heme Ecaemics EduGatiea9 68 per cent; aJld 
fer these trained i• Other Area19 76 per canto This shews a wide differ-
ence 1- ac~sptance for this areao The area waa less aceeptable te per 1••• 
traiBed i• Heme Manageme•t and Heusehold Equipnent thBD te any ether 
greup of reapendentso The range ef ac~eptSJ1ce va1 f'rem 59 per ceat t• 
95 per oe:ato 
Whe• data are B.Jlalyzed i• terms of the traiJd.Jlg of the reapendenta9 
Area ! 9 Hnsi•g and Family Life9 wa1 aceapted by 98 to 100 per cat ef 
the respendats~ regardlea1 ot traildJlgo 
Area III9 The Site and Neighberh•od9 was accepted by f'rem 91 per 
ceJ1t te 99 per cent t the re1pe:adentse The ]eweat accaptu ce was by 
persons trained in H ma Management and H.usehold Equi pnent9 and the 
highest by those whose training had been i:a Home Eeonomica and Home 
E~ •omiaa Edu~atione 
Area IV9 Hou11eplamdn.g for Family Needs9 was ao~epted by f'r m 90 t• 
95 per ~ent or the reapondent& o The loweat peroentage of a~~ept aJ1oa waa 
by theae trained in Home Managem811t and Household Equipnellto 
Area II9 Economi.Q A11peel't11 of Houai•g9 w11 aooepted by 88 per ce•t 
ef these trained in Home Management a.lld Heuaehold Equi]!JD.e~t and 
Heushg and Desip and by 98 per ~ent of these trahed i• Home Eei••= 
· eridieis and Heme Eoc,:aomiGs Educeiaticm and Other Areaao 
Area V9 Interior and Furaishings r the Heuse9 1hews the greatest 
di1agreem.el!lto Aci@epta]lce ranged f'rem 59 per cent te 95 per oento The 
lowest ao~ep-1ian~e was again with these trained i• Heme MaJ1agema.t 
and Household Equipnent9 and the h.1..ghest with those trained iJl H•u•ing 
and Deaigno This agai• i•di~atea a -.eed fer further study ef Area Vo 
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The raspeDaas to the araas 9 whe• studied aooerding to the traild•g 
~r the respondents9 show the areas ao~epted as fellow11g 
l o Those trained in H me Manageme•t and Heuse~ld EquiJJDe•t 
I e Hsusbg and Family Lif'e 
III o The Si ta and Neighberheod 
!Vo :S.u11eplamd.:ag r r Fanily Needs 
IIo E~e•omi~ Aspe!lts et Heusiag 
Vo Interior and Fur.aishi.gs ef the House 
2 o Those trained in Housing and Desiga 
Io H•uliing and Family Life 
!Vo HeU&eplanning for Family Needs 
Vo !11.terler and FurJlishiJlgs et the 1-u•e 
IIIo The Site and Neighberhood 
!Io Eoonooni® Aspe~ts of HoU8iag 
3 o These trailaed h Home Eoo:aomi~s and Home E~aom.i.eis Eduimatift 
IIIo The Site and Neighborh od 
Io Heuaing and Family Lif'<S 
II o Econ mi~ Aape~ta of Heuaillg 
IVo Heuseplanning for Family Need• 
Vo Interior and Furnishings of the Heuse 
4o Those trailled in Other Area8 
Io Hous:il!lg and Family Life 
IIo Econo:mi(l) Aspects •f Heusi.Jlg 
III o The Site ed Neighberhood 
IVo Houseplannillg f•r Family Needa 
Vo Interior and Funtlshingil of the Hense 
The area ef' traini g of the respendents made 110 dif'f'erenca in the 
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aeeeptance respenaes fer Area I 9 very little dirterenoe b the accept= 
anGe responses for Area11 II9 III9 alld IVj a:nd but slightly :more differ= 
enGe i• the aoGeptan~e respenses fer Area Ve 
I• general9 the areas 9 vhen analyzed ia terms er the trailliag of 
the respondeats9 are aocepted in the same order u bdicated by ·total 
responaes te the questiennaire (Areas I 9 III9 IV, II 9 and V)o Respolld-
ents traiaed in Heme Ma.agement 8.lld Heu1ehold Equipnent9 hevever 9 had 
the lewe1t aciGJeptdce rate fer all areas except Area I 9 but re11poll!(ic,11t• 
trained in Heu1ing and Design showed the highest aoGeptaD.ce fer Area V., 
T•tal Respense te Areas en the Checkliat 
Ac<M>rdillg to Courae1 Taught by Reapo•de•ts 
Next the data were assam.bled accoordi:ag to cour&ea taught by the 
reapoadentao These data are sho'WJl ill Table IIIo A study of the data 
i• this table showil that.9 b Area Ii, &uai:ag a:nd Family Life9 perso•s 
teaGld•g both general and related hottsi.g courses had a. ac~eptaJlce 
response of 99 per cent, those teachbg housing couraes9 99 per Gent, 
and those teacl:d.ng related course19 99 per canto This shov1 cuose 
agreement on the area9 regardleas of the courses taught by the respOBd= 
e11t1e 
Persons teaehing both general and related housing ~ourses had 
an aci@epta.neie respon1e of 94 per eent in Area II9 Kcionmni t"J Aapefits of 
Housing, those teaohiltg ge:ae:r>al hou!iiag coursesi, 94 per centi and those 
taa~hi•g related courses9 90 per ~ente Since the raAge waa only 4 
per ~enti, this indi@ates little difference in per6entage of ac@ept~ee9 
regal"dless of eouraes taughto 
111 Area IIIi, the percentage of acceptance respon8es of persoll.8 
...,.. ':'' 
TABLE III 
TOTAL RESPONSES TO AREAS ON THE CHECKLIST 
Accordi:Qg to Courses Taught by Respondents 
General and Related 
Housing Course, 
CourHS Taught 
General 
Housing Courses 
Related 
Housing Courses 
Areas* . , __ 
or 25 Res1>ondent1 .l.5 · Res'Donderits 35 Resnt ndents 
Course Number or Per Number or Per Number or Per 
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Content Ratings Responses Cent** . Reeponses Ce~t** 1 Responses Cent** 
I 
II 
Accept 
Reject 
Accept 
Reject 
III Accept 
Reject 
IV Accept 
Reject 
V Accept 
Reject 
TOTAL Accept 
Reject 
222 
3 
164 
11 
141 
9 
769 
31 
208 
42 
1504 
96 
99 
1 
94 
6 
94 
6 
96 
4 
83 
17 
94 
6 
399 
6 
296 
20 
255 
15 
1362 
78 
336 
114 
2647 
238 
99 
1 
94 
6 
94 
6 
95 
5 
75 
25 
92 
8 
* Area numbers correspond to area numbers in cbecklisto 
**Per cents are rounded to the nearest whole per cento 
311 
4 
220 
25 
195 
15 
1043 
77 
270 
80 
~039 
201 
99 
1 
90 
10 
93 
7 
93 
7 
77 
23 
91 
9 
t,a<eih1:ag both ge•er al and related hou.ai•g courses vaa 94 per oent of 
the total9 of peraon• teaohi•g ge•eral houaing courae&p 94 per cent9 
and of tho•e teaohi:ag r elated oour&eap 9.3 per oe•t. The three groupa 
of responde•t• vere ill Gloae agreaent o• thi1 area shoe the ruge ot 
aoGeptuGe va• OJaly one per oento 
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In Area IVD Hou&eplani•g t or Family Needa9 the acoeptaace re1poue 
tor the area by perao•• t eaohi•g both ge•eral a».d related houai•g 
oour1ea vas 96 per eent , tor tho1e teaGhbg general laouai:ag oourseap 
95 per eent, and for those teaching related hou&i:ng oour1es9 9.3 per 
Gento Again9 the range was only .3 per oe•tp indicating little differ= 
enoe in acceptance regardlas11 of the couraea taught by the reapm1dent&. 
The re11po:ue11 to Area V9 Interior and Furaishi:ag1 of the Houaes, 
show ac~eptu.cie reapo:.ue& of 8.3 per cent by those teaohi:ag both ge:aeral 
and related housing eourse1D 75 per §e•t by thoae teaching general 
houaing oou:t"ses9 and 77 per Gant by those tea~hing related housin1 
CO'ill"i18S o The r ange of aoGepta».Ge was from 75 per oent to 8.3 per oento 
I:n ~omparillg the total responses to the areail of oour1e content 
ao~ording to traildng of raspondentaf) the illTestigato~ fou».d Glosest 
agreement ~•cel"Jlimg Area I and least agreement co•oerning Area Vo 
. total Acit§J¥1!1(l8 Re@pgAfSI 
The data dis~ssed in Chapter III showg 
l o Ni ety per ~ant of the total re•po•aea to the queationnaire were 
aG@ceiptal!lGe respoue•o 
2 o .A~,rordbg to total a.~Mlleptan®a 9 the areas rallkea g 
I o Houai.Jlg and Fatnily life 
IIIa The Site and Neighborhood 
IVo HouseplanniBg for Family Needa 
IIo Eoo•om.ie AspeGts of Hou&ing 
Va Interior amd Furnishing& of the HO'!].se., 
I• general9 Areas I 9 II9 III 9 and IV are accepted eontemt for · 
the propo&ed courae inaamuch aa they were accepted by more than 75 per 
•i•ee it waa accepted by o:aly 72 per Gent of the respolldentsa 
!_c.«pept8ll§9 A99ordi:ag to Trainng 
The fiaal rokb.g of the areas in terms of the trai•ing of the 
Io Houaing and Family Life 
IIIo The Site aJld Neighborhood 
IVo Houaepl8l!ll!ling for Family Need1 
IIo EooaomiG Aspects of Hc:mli•g 
Vo Iaterlor alld Furm.shing& of the House . 
This is the aallle order of a~~eptaJloa as the total responses to 
area~ on t he ehe~kli st o 
A@@aptpqe Ag,ordhg to Cour1e1 Taugh! 
AG~ordillg t o the ae~ept8Jllee re1poaaes regardless of courses taught 
the areas ra:akeds 
Io Hou1iJlg aad Family Life 
IVo HoU8epl8Jllli g for Family Needs 
IIIo The Site aJld Neighborhood 
II o Ecoaomie Agpeots of Houai11g 
Vo Int erfor and Fu.rnsM.:ags of the House 
This indi @ates that t he courses t aught probably exerted l i ttle or 
Si•~e the order of aecept an~e for the areas was i de•ti~al for the 
t ot al responses and for the respon1es in t erms of the trai :aing of the 
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re~ondenta and s in.Ga the vari ation i ll r ank order i :a terms rot the ~ourae8 
taught aff'eoted only Area II 9 E~o•omi.G Aspects of Housi•g9 Area III9 
The Site ad Neighborhood9 8Jld Area IV~ Interior alld Fur:aishhgs cf 
the House9 the eionolusio• :mq be dra\01 that Areas I 9 II 9 III9 ad IV 
are acceptable course ooate•t and that Area V :aeeds additional st'lldyo 
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CHAPTER IV 
ITEM RESP0N$ TO CHEeKLIST 
Whe• the total reapoues to the chedcliat and the total reiipo•ae• 
to the areas of the ohedtlist had been studieci,11 responses w the in-
div.ldual ~tems on the ohe<ciklist vere tabulated and organized according 
to total responses9 responses in accordance v.ith training9 and responecn 
es in aoaordanoie vith eourses taught by the respo:ndentso 
Total Response to Items on Cheekllst 
A fi>aquen~ fibeciik of responses to all items was aadeo. The items 
were then listed in rank order ot the number of ao~eptanee responses 
as sllown in Table IVo A study of Table IV shows that of the 64 iteJlls 
on the oheoklist9 8 were ao~epted by all 56 respo:ndents 1 8 others vere 
aifi@epted by 55 respondents, 7 bf 541 119 by 53i 39 by 52, 69 by 51; 
and 3 9 by 500 Thus 46 of the 64 iteJ1e on the elleeklist were aaGepted 
by 9() per ®ant or more of the 56 respondentso Only lS items were not 
ac@epted by 90 per ~ant or more of the respondents9 as shown in Table 
v. All but 3 of the 18 items not a~oepted by 90 per cent or more of 
the respondents were in Areas IV and Vo 
Al l items ao~epted by 90 per cent or more of the respondents 
should probabl y be incilucied in the proposed oourseo Items not ac11epted 
by 90 per ~ent should be reoonsideredo 
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TABLE IV 
RANK ORD~ OF TOTAL ACCEPTANCE RESPONSES TO ITEMS ON CHECKLlST 
Item* Area Items in Rank Order Number or 
Acceptance 
Responses 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
8 
4 
4 
1 
2 
5 
1 
13 
25 
26 
27 
6 
9 
1 
14 
21 
23 
28 
7 
2 
3 
4 
3 
7 
16 
17 
18 
20 
22 
7 
I Housing and the family life cycle 
I Social effects of housing on the family and 
community 
I Housing and provision for recreation and 
entertaining 
I Hoµsing and provision for food preparation 
and dining · 
I Housing and provil!lion for care of children 
I Housing and provision.for rest and privacy 
IV Flexibility1 accessibility 1 and efficient use 
of space in storage 
III Basic neighborhood facilities 
III Effects of the site and neighborhood on 
family life 
III Economic considerations of site and neigh= 
borhood 
III Relating the house to the site 
IV Orientation 9 flexibility 9 and circulation 
in houseplans 
IV Size and location of living areas 
IV Space requirements in kitchens 
IV Storage needs in kitchens 
IV Arrangement of work centers in kitchens 
I Care of the ill and/or the aged 
I Safety in the home 
II Pros and cons of home O\lllership 
IV Flexibility of living areas 
IV The nfamily" or compartmented bath 
IV Location of kitchen in plan 
IV Location of laundry and utilities 
I Housing and provision for personal cleanliness 
II Means of financing a ho~e 
II Preliminary costs of home ownership 
II Continuing costs of home ownership 
III Building restrictions 
IV Principles of good lighting 
IV Storage needs in living areas 
IV Size and location of bedrooms 
IV Storage needs of bedrooms 
IV Location of bathrooms 
IV Storage needs of bathrooms 
II Effects of l ocal condition~ on buildin~ costij 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
54 
54 
54 
54 
54 
54 
54 
53 
53 
5.3 
53 
53 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
53 
5i 
JS 
TABLE IV ( Continued) 
Item* Area Items in Rank Order Number of 
Acceptanee 
Responses 
6 IV .Adding storage to the older house 52 
29 IV Storage needs of laundries 52 
3 IV Plaeement of windows 51 
5 IV Storage units as non-load=bearing walls 51 
9 IV General and special lighting requirmaents 
for the home 51 
19 IV Lighting needs of bedrooms 51 
24 IV Lighting needs of kitcb.ens 9 ·natural and 
arti ti c:1 al 51 
31 IV storage needs of garages 51 
15 IV Lighting needs for living areas 50 
30 IV Size and loGation or garage 50 
32 IV Flexibility' or garage and utilities 50 
8 IV Use of a lighting plan 49 
5 II Regulations of the Federal Housin1 
.Admim.stration 47 
2 IV Types of windows 47 
ll IV Control ot lighting in the home 47 
6 II Estillating 1:uilding costs 44 
10 IV Decorative lighting 44 
4 V S@ale and rona of runi ture 44 
12 IV Outdoor lighting 43 
6 III Residential landsGa.ping 42 
l V Floor treatments l+2 
6 V .Adaptabilit7 and arrangement ot turniture 42 
2 V Wall treatments 41 
3 V Window treataents 41 
7 V Uae9 design9 and arrange111nt of accessories 40 
9 V .ArGhiteotural use ot eolor 39 
5 V Guides for selecting furniture .38 
10 V Color schemes YI 
8 V Charatl'teristics of Golor 36 
* Item nmaber refers to mD1ber on eheeklis\ 
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TABLE V 
RANK ORDER OF TOTAL REJECTION RESPONSES TO ITEMS ON CHECKLIST 
Item* Area Items in Rank Order 
Number or 
Rejection 
Responses 
8 V Ohara~teristios or color 20 
10 V Color Schemes 19 
5 V Guides for sale cting furn! ture 18 
9 V Architectural use of color l? 
7 V Usei> designi> and arrangement of accessories 16 
2 V Wall treatments l5 
j V Window treatments 15 
6 III Residential lands~aping 14 
1 V Floor treatments 14 
12 · IV Outdoor lighting 13 
6 V Adaptability and arranga.ent of fur.niture ]J 
6 II Estillating bllilding costs 12 
10 IV De~orative lighting 12 
4 V Soale and form of furniture 12 
5 II Regtllations ot the Federal Housing Administration 9 
2 IV Types of vindow!!! 9 
11 IV Cont:r>0l of lighting in the hoJl8 9 
8 IV Use of a lighting plan 7 
32 IV Flmbillty of garages 6 
3 IV Plao19aent ot wind:ovs 5 
19 IV Lighting needs of bedrooms 5 
31 IV Storage needs of garages 5 
7 II Effects ot looal conditions on bUilding costs 4 
6 IV Adding storage to the older house 4 
26 IV Storage needs in 1d t1Sbens 4 
30 IV Si~e and looation or garage 4 
7 I Personal cleanliness .3 
.3 II Prelillinary eosts of home ownership .3 
4 II Continuing oosts ot home ownership .3 
.3 III Building res~otiona .3 
7 IV Prln~iples of good lighting 3 
16 IV Storage for the living area .3 
18 IV Storage needa or the bedroom. .3 
20 IV Location of the bathrooms 3 
22 IV st10rage need.a of bathroom 3 
6 I Care of the ill and/ or the aged 2 
9 I Safet7 in the home 2 
2 II Meanei or finan~ng a hOID8 2 
28 IV Lo®ation of laundry and utilities 2 
5 III Relating the house to the site l 
13 IV Size and lo@ation or living area 1 
17 IV Size and lo@ation or the bedroom 1 
25 IV Spaime requirements in ld tohen 1 
27 IV Arrange:ment of work centers in kitehen 1 
* Item Number refers to :rmmber on cheekli8t 
Total Response to Items on ClleGklist 
Aci<c1ording to Training ot Respondents 
H011.e Manageaent and Household Eam,pnent 
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A study of the data in Table VI A reveals the rank order of the 
responses to the eheulist made by respondents trained in Home Manage= 
ment and Houehold F.quiJllent., Seyenteen9 or 27 per Gent9 of the total 
nuber of items were acit1epted by all 23 persons in this group., Forty= 
three items were ac(Cjepted by 20 or more of the23 persons in tlle 
group. Thi; made an a~@leptan~e response of 90 per cent or more for all 
bnt 21 items by the persons trained in Home Management a?Jd H011sellold 
F.qnpaento Of the 21 items aei~epted b,r less than 90 per ~ant ot these 
respondents 9 all but three were in Area IV9 Houseplanning for FSJllily 
Needsv and in Area V9 Interior and Funuslaings of the Hoaae., Two re= 
je~ed items werra in Area Ill) E~onOJD.iG Aspe~ts of Housing9 and one in 
Area IIIl) The Site and Neighborhood ., 
Housing and Dfsie 
A study of the data in Table VI B reveals tmat 36 items 9 or 56 
per ~ent of the items on the Gheeklist9 were aG~epted by all 12 re-
spondents trained in Housing and Design., Sixtyoc()ne items were accepted 
by 90 per cent or more or the respondents ., Only 3 i\ems were rejeGted 
by 10 per Gent ., These were Regw.ations of the Federal Housing Adminis= 
tration and Estim~ting Bw.lding ~!lts in Area II 9 Eeionomi~ Aspects of 
Housing9 and Use of a Lighting Plan in Area IV 9 Hwse plamrl.ng for 
Fam.ily Needs . 
Hpme E,opoop;1,a and H~ma E©}Onomi~s Bdugation 
A study ©f the data :in Table VIC allows ae~eptanGe responses b,y 
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TABLE VI J. 
RANK ORDER OF TOTAL RESPONSES TO ITEMS ON CHECKLIST 
A~oo~ing to Training of Respondents 
l'tem* Area Items in Rank Order Number of 
Aceeptance 
Responses 
Home Management and Household Equipnent 
23 Respondents 
l. I Housing and the family life ayole 2.3 
2 I SoGial effect of housing on the family and 
oommunity 2.3 ) I Housing and provision for recreation and 
entertaining 2.3 
4 I Food preparation and dining 2.3 
5 I Care of children 2.3 
6 I Care of the ill and/or the aged 2.3 
s I Rest and pr'ivaey 2.3 
9 I Safety in the Home 2.3 
1 III Effects of the site and neighborhood on family 
lifs 2.3 
2 III Ecanomici considerations of the site and 
neighborhood 2.3 
4 III Basic neighborhood facilities 2.3 
l IV Orientation9 f'lexibility9 and circulation in 
house plans 2.3 
'4 IV Flexi.bility9 accessibility~ and efficient use 
of spaGie in storage 2.3 
"f.'7 IV Si~e and looation of bedrooms 2.3 
23 IV Lo~ation or kitchens 2.3 
25 IV Spa~e requirements in ldtir!ihens 2.3 
27 IV Arrangement of work IC!entera 2.3 
-7 I Personal cleanliness 22 
4 II Continuing costs of home ownership 22 
3 III Building restrictions 22 
5 III Relating t he houBe to t he site 22 
5 IV Storage units as non=load=bearing partitions 22 
6 IV Adding sto~age to the older house 22 
13 IV Si~11 and lo©ation ~r living areas 22 
14 IV Flexibility of living areas 22 
20 IV L:>@ation of bathrooms 22 
26 IV Storage needs in kit~hens 22 
28 IV Lo~ation of laundry and utilities 22 
1 II Pros and Cons of home owner ship 21 
2 II Means of finanCJing a home 21 
3 II Preliminary ©<Oats of home ownership 21 
7 II Effe©ts of lo~al ©Onditions on building ~osts 21 
TABLE VI A (Continued) 
Item* Area Items in Rank Order Number or 
Acceptance 
Responses 
16 IV Storage needs for living areas 21 
18 IV 
19 IV 
Storage needs for bedrooms 21 
Lighting needs of bedrooms 21 
21 IV 
22 IV 
29 IV 
The 18family" or oompartmented bath 21 
Storage -needs of bathrooms 21 
Storage needs for laundry and utilities 21 
7 IV Prlnoo.pleei of good lighting 20 
8 IV- _- Use of a lighting plan 20 
15 IV Lighting needs of living areas 20 
24 - IV Kit~hen lighting9 natural and artificial 20 
30 IV Size and lo~ation of the garage 20 
3 IV 
9 fv 
Placement of windows 19 
General and special lighting requirements for 
the home 19 
31 °Iv 
32 IV 
5 II 
6 fI 
Storage needs of the garage 19 
Flexibility of the garage 19 
Regulations of the Federal Housing Administration 18 
Estimating building oosts 17 
2 IV Types of windowa 17 
11 ~v Control of lighting in the home 17 
4 .v s~ale ~d form of furniture 17 
10 +V 
l V 
Deoorative lighting 16 
Floor treatments 15 
2 V Wall treatments 15 
3 'V 
l2 iv 
6 ·ry 
7 ·v 
6 " III 
Window treatments 15 
Outdoor lighting 14 
Adaptability and arrangement of furniture 14 
Design9 use9 and arrangement of aooessories 14 
Residential lands~aping 13 
5 V Guides for sele~ting furniture 12 
9 -v Ar~hite~ural use of color 12 
. 10 V Color eieiheme!I 12 
8 V Charaoter.istiGs of color 10 
• Item nmnber refers to number on cll~@klist 
• 
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TABLE VI B 
RANK ORIER, OF- TOTAL RESPONSES TO ITEMS ON .CHECKLIST 
Aociording to Training of Respondents 
Item* Area Items in Rank Order Number of 
Acceptance 
Responses 
1 I 
2 I 
3 I 
4 I 
5 I 
7 I 
8 I 
1 II 
l III 
4 III 
5 III 
4 IV 
7 IV 
13 IV 
14 IV 
16 IV 
17 IV 
18 IV 
19-· IV 
20 IV 
21 IV 
22 IV 
23 IV 
24 IV 
25 IV 
26 IV 
27 IV 
28 IV 
29 IV 
30 IV 
31 IV 
1 V 
4 V 
5 V 
Housing and Design 
12 Respondents 
Housing and the family life cycle 12 
Sooial effects or housing on the family and 
CJO:mmuni ty 12 
Housing and provision for recreation and 
entertaining 12 
Food preparation and dining 12 
Care of children 12 
Personal cleanliness 12 
Rest and privacy- 12 
Pros and cons of home ownership 12 
Effects of the site and neighborhood on family 
llh 12 
BaaiCl neighborhood faciilities 12 
Relating the house to the site 12 
Flexibility9 acoessibility9 and efficient use 
or space in storage 12 
Princiiples of good lighting 12 
Size and lo~ation of living areas 12 
Flexibility of living areas 12 
Storage needs of living areas 12 
Size and location of bedrooms 12 
Storage needs of bedrooms 12 
Lighting needs of bedrooms 12 
Lociation of bathrooms 12 
The •ram11y• or compartmented bathroom 12 
Sto~age needs of bath:N>oms 12 
LoGation of kit~hens 12 
Lighting in kitohen9 natural and artificial 12 
Spsoe requirement s in ldtt1ihens 12 
S't(1)~age needs in kitClhens 12 
Arrangement or v~rk cent ers 12 
Lo©ation of laundry and utilities 12 
Storage needs of laundry and utilities 12 
Size and lo@ation or garage 12 
Storage :needs of' garage 12 
Floor> treatments 12 
S~ale and form of f'urmt'lll"e 12 
Guidea for seleeting furniture 12 
TABLE VI B (Continued) 
Item* Area Items in Rank Order 
7 V . Design9 use 9 and aITangement of aceel!l8ories 
' 
V Arcihitectural use of color 
6 I Care of the ill and/or the aged 
9 I Safety in the home 
2 II Means of financrl.ng a home 
3 II Preliminary costs of home ownership 
7 II Effects of loiG&l conditions on building costs 
2 III Eoonomic considerations of the site and neigh= 
borhood 
l IV Orientation9 .flexibility9 and oirc:ml.ation 1m 
house plans 
3 IV Placement .of windovs 
9 IV General and speGial lighting requirements 
for the home 
10 IV De~rative lighting 
ll IV Control of lighting in the heme 
15 IV Lighting needs of living areas 
32 IV Flexibility of garages 
2 V Wall treatments 
3 V Window treatments 
s V Charaoter.1.etios of color 
4 II Continuing oo~ts of home owership 
' 
III Building restrictions 
6 III Residential landscaping 
2 IV Types of vindows 
' 
IV Storage units as non~load=bearing partitions 
6 IV Adding storage to the older house 
12 IV Outdoor lighting 
10 V Color acihmnes 
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Number of 
Aooeptanoe 
Respc:,nees 
12 
12 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
ll 
11 
ll 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
5 II Regulations of the Federal Housing Administration 9 
6 IV Use of a lighting plan 9 
6 II EBtimating building costs 7 
* Item mmiber refers to mmiber on checklist 
TABLE VI C 
BANK ORDER OF TOTAL RESPONSES TO ITEMS ON CHECXLIST 
According to Training of Respondents 
Item* Area Items in Rank Order 
Home Economics and Home Economics Education 
9 Respendepts 
1 I Housing and the family lite c,y~le 
2 I So~al ef'fects of housing on the family and 
OOJIDllwd ty 
.3 I Housing and provision for reicreatiom and 
entertaining 
4 I Food preparation and dining 
5 I Care or children 
8 I Rest and prl.vaey 
9 I Safety in the home 
1 II J?:Ns and ceu ot home ownership 
2 II Means or financing a heme 
3 II Preliminary coats of home ownership 
4 II Continuing (CIOSts of home ownership 
5 II Regulations or the Federal Housing Administration 
7 II Effe~ts of le@al ~onditio1111 on building costs 
l III Effects of site and neighborhood on family lite 
2 III Et!lJonomiia it\$nBideratiens of site ud neighborheod 
3 In Building restrictioa1 
4 III Basic neighborhood faGilities 
5 III Relating the house to the site 
l IV Orientaticm9 flexibility9 and circulation iD 
hou1eplau 
2 IV Tn,es t vindow1 
3 IV Placement ofwindC>V• 
4 IV Flerlbili·t19 a~ces1ibili tr 9 and efficient use 
et spaoe in aterage 
' 
IV Storage um.ts as non=load=beariDg J)lll"titiona 
6 IV Adding storage to the older house 
7 IV Prinw.ples cf g\OOd lighting 
9 IV General and special lighting requirements for 
the mme 
13 IV Size and lo~ation @f living area 
14 IV Flexibility" of living area 
15 IV Lighting needs of living areas 
16 IV Storage needs of living areas 
24 IV Kit~hen lighting9 natural and artificial 
25 IV Space requirements of ki t cllens 
26 IV St orage needs of kit~hens 
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Number er · 
Ac~eptance 
Responses 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
TABLE VI C ( Continued) 
' I 
Itell* Area Items in Rank Order 
27 
6 
7 
6 
6 
8 
11 
12 
17 
18 
20 
21 
22. 
2.3 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
10 
19 
6 
1 
2 
j 
4 
s 
7 
8 
9 
10 
IV A.rrang911ehts-of work centers 
I Care of the ill and/or the aged 
I Personal oleanliness 
II Estimating building costs 
III Residential landsoaping 
IV Use rot a lighting plan 
IV Control ot lighting in the h011e 
IV Outdoor lighting 
IV Size and lo~ation of bedrooms 
IV Storage needs ot bedrooas 
IV Looation ot bathroOll8 
IV The ~ram111• or ccapartmenied bath 
IV Storage needs in bathrooms 
IV · Loi a ti on of k1 tohens 
IV Location ot laundry and utilities 
IV Stol"age needs of laundry and utilities 
IV Size and lo@ation of garage 
IV storage needs of garage 
IV Flexibility ot garage 
IV ~ ~ rati't'e lighting 
IV Lighting needs of bedroou 
V Adaptability and arrangement of .f'Umiture 
V Floor treatments 
V Wall treatments 
V Window treatments 
V Saale and tom ot furniture 
V Guides for seleoting t"llrniture 
V Design.9 use9 and arrangement or accessories 
V Cl:le.raoteristics of color 
V Architectural use of color 
V Color schelles 
~ Item number refer s t o ll'Wllber on oheclclisto 
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Naber or 
Acoeptanee 
Responses 
9 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
s 
s 
s 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
TABLE VI D 
RANK ORIER OF TOTAL RESPONSES TO ITEMS ON CHECKLIST 
Aocording to Training of Respondents 
Item* Area Items in Rank Order 
l I 
2 I 
3 I 
4 I 
; I 
6 I 
8 I 
9 I 
l II 
2 II 
3 II 
4 II 
6 II 
2 III 
3 III 
4 III 
5 III 
l IV 
3 IV 
4 IV 
5 IV 
7 IV 
8 IV 
9 IV 
1.3 IV 
17 IV 
18 IV 
21 IV 
22 IV 
28 IV 
.30 IV 
.31 IV 
.32 IV 
Other Areas or Training 
12 Respondgts 
Housing and the family life ayole 
Social effects of housing on the family and 
oommunity 
Housing and provisien for recreation and 
entertaining 
Food preparation and dining 
Care, of -cllildr•n 
Car• ot thtt ill SJJd/or th• aged 
Rest and priva(ey' 
Safety in the hom• 
Pros and GODS of home ownership 
Means of fi.Jwl<tdng a home 
Preliminary oosits of hOJ11e ownership 
Continuing ~ate of heme Q'Wllership 
Esti.Dating b!Jilding eosts 
Econcmd~ ~onsiderations of site and neighborhood 
Preliminary costs of home ownership 
Basic neighborhood ra~ilitiee 
Relati ng the house to the site 
Orientation9 f1ex:ibility9 and cllir(1Ql.ation in 
h0Wl!eplan1 
Placement of windows 
Fl.x:!.bility9 aecessibility9 and etfi(dent use 
or spa~• in storage 
Storage units as non=load=bearing partitions 
Prinm.ples of good lighting 
Use of a lighting plan 
Gen~l'al and specl.al light ing requirements for 
t he home 
Size and lo@ation of living areas 
Size and lo~ation of bedroo~ 
Storage needs of bedrooms 
The 11fandly" or ciompartment ed bathroom 
StoI"age needs of bat hroom.a 
Lo@ation of laundry and utiliti•s 
Size and l o@ation of garages 
Stlt)rag in garage/S 
Flexibility or garages 
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Number or 
Acceptance 
Respe11Ses 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
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TABLE VI D (Continued) 
Item* Area Items in Rallk Order Number of 
Acceptance 
Responses 
• 7 I Personal cleanliness 11 
5 II Regulations of the Federal Housing Adminis~ 
tration 11 
7 II Effects of local conditions on building oosts 11 
1 III Effects of the site and neighborhood on 
family l ife 11 
6 III Residential landscaping 11 
2 rt Types of windows 11 
6 IV Adding storage to the older house 11 
:, 11 IV ContN>l of lighting in th• home 11 
12 IV Outdoor lighting 11 
14 IV Flexibility of living areas 11 
16 IV Storage needs of living areas 11 
19 IV Lighting needs of bedrooms 11 
20 IV Location of bathrooms 11 
23 IV Location of kit~h•ns 11 
25 IV Space requirements of kitchens 11 
26 IV Storage needs of ld tchens 11 
27 IV Arrangement of work Genters 11 
29 IV Storage needs of laundry and utilities ll 
10 IV Decorative lighting 10 
15 IV Lighting needs of living areas 10 
24 IV Kitchen lighting9 natural and artificial 10 
6 V Adapt ability and arrangement of furniture 10 
1 V Floor treatments 9 
2 V Wall treatments 9 
3 V Window trea'bnents 9 
4 V Scale and form of furniture 9 g V Chara~t•risti cs of GOlor 9 
9 V Arohite~tural use of eolor 9 
10 V Color schemes 9 
5 V Guides for selecting furniture 8 
7 V Designsi use9 and arrangement of accessories 8 
* Item number r fers to number on checklist 
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90 per ltllent or more of the respondents for 52 items of the 64 on the 
~heGklisto Thirty=fomo items were a /i<Cirepted by 100 per cent of the 
respondentao The 12 i t ems ae~epted by less than 90 per cent of these 
respondents were in Area IV9 Houseplanning tor FSJli.17 Needs9 and in 
Area V9 Interior and Furnishings ot the Houseo 
Other Ar!l!wot Training 
A study of the data i n Table VI D reT&al:s that the 12 respondents 
whose training fell in the eiate,ory of •Other Areas• aoGepted 33 ot 
the items in the chec,kl i aito Fifty-=five items were aGoepted by 90 per 
~ent or more of the respondentso The 9 items acoepted by less than 
~O per Gent ot the respondent s were all in Area V9 Interior and 
Furnishings ot the Houss e 
In general9 regardless ot training9 the following items were 
aGGepted by less than 90 per oent ot the respondenteis 
Area IIe Eeonondo AspeGts of Housing 
ReculatioBS of the Fede~al Housing Adm1n,atration 
Estimating building oosts 
Area IIIe The Site and Neig:h.bormod 
Basidential l ands@ap!ng 
A.T'ea IVo Hou1eplanning t or Family Needs 
fypes et winoows 
Placement ot.windws 
Use ot a lighti ng pl an 
General and spe~i al lighti ng requirements for t he home 
Deoor ative light ing 
Control of light ing in th.a home 
Outdoor lighting 
Li ght ing need~ of bedroom~ 
S.wrage in garage 
Flexibi lity of garage 
Area Vo Interior and Furnishings or the Rouse 
Floor treatment~ 
Wall tl"eatm.ent~ 
Window treatments 
SG&le and form er furniture 
Gaides for selecting .f'urniture 
Adaptability and arrangement of furniture 
Acoessories8 use 9 design9 and arrangement 
Characteristics of color 
ArohiteGtural use of color 
Color schemes 
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The items ae~epted by less than 90 per cent of the respondents 
dealt with building regulations and costs 9 landsoaping9 types of win= 
dows and their pla~ement9 ,torage9 lighting9 flexibility of the garage9 
fioor9 wall and window treatm.ent9 tumiture and ao@essorle!19 and color 
and its useso 
•. 
T~tal Response to Items on the Chedcli~t 
AG~<O:ir'ding to Cour'~es Taught by Respondents 
General and Belated Housing ~_u,, 
An e:xamination of Table VII A sh~va the raDk order of the re= 
sponses to the ehewclist made by l"espondents teaching both general and 
related housing courseso Twenty=sevenp or 42 par Gent9 ot the it9-s 
were aoGepted by the 25 rei!ipondents in this group9 and 56 iteas were 
aoGepted by 90 per Gent or more of the respondentso Eight items were 
aosepted by less than 90 per oente All bat two of these iteas aGoepted 
by: lese than 90 per Gent were in Area IVp Houseplarming for FaJDily 
leed•9 a.mi in Area Vp Interior and Furrdshing8 ot the Houseo 
i111ral Hou.fine cov,u. 
b emiutio:n or data in Table VII B N't'eals that 14 items were 
ao•epted by' all 45 persons teaold.11.c general housing oouraeso Forty=eigkt 
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TABLE VII A 
RANK ORIER OF TOTAL RESPONSES TO ITEMS ON CHECKLIST 
AGoording to Courses Taught by Respondents 
General and Related Housing Courses 
25 Respondents 
Item* Area Items in Rank Order Number of 
Acoept8llce 
Responses 
1 I Housing and th• family life aycl• 25 
2 I SoGial effe~ts or housing on th• family and 
the community 25 
3 I Recreation and entertaining 25 
4 I Food preparation and dining 25 
5 I Care of children 25 
8 I Rest and privait1Y 25 
1 II Pros and cons or home ownership 25 
2 II Means of financing a hQDl.e 25 
.3 II Preliminary costs of home ownership and down 
payment 25 
4 II Continuing coats or home ownership 25 
4 III Basic neighborhood facilities 25 
5 III Relating the house to th• site 25 
4 IV Flexibility$ aooessibilityp and efficient use 
ot spaGe in storage 25 
6 IV Adding storage to the older house 25 
13 IV Size and location of living areas 25 
17 IV Size and location of bedrooms 25 
21 IV The 19famil,.. or oompartmented bath 25 
22 IV Storage needs of bathrooms 25 
2.3 IV Location of kitchens 25 
25 IV Space requirements in kitoh•ns 25 
26 IV Swrage needs in ki toh•ns 25 
27 IV Arrangement of work centers 25 
28 IV Location of laundry and utilities 25 
29 IV Storage, needs in laundry and utilities 25 
30 IV Size and lo~ation of garage 25 
.31 IV Stor age in garage 25 
.32 IV Flexibility of garage 25 
6 I Care of the ill a:J1d/or the aged 24 
7 I Personal Gleanliness 24 
9 I Safety in the home 24 
1 III Effects of the site and neighborhood on family 
lif• 24 
2 III EoonomiCJ consi derati ons of site and neighborhood 24 
3 III Building restrietions 24 
1 IV Orientation9 fiexibility9 and oiroulation in 
hou~eplansi 24 
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TABLE VII A ( Continued) 
Item* Area I terns in Rank Order Number of 
Acceptance 
Responses 
2 IV Types of windows 24 
3 IV Placement of ~indows 24 
5 IV Storage units as non=load-bearing partitions 24 
7 IV Prinoiples of good lighting 24 
14 IV Flexibility of living areas 24 
16 IV Storage needs of living areas 24 
18 IV Storage needs in bedrooms 24 
19 IV Lighting needs in bedrooms 24 
20 IV Lo~ation of bathrooms 24 
7 II EffeGts of local conditions on building costs 23 
8 IV Use of a lighting plan 23 
9 IV General and speeial lighting requirements 
for th• hom• 23 
15 IV Lighting needs in living areas 23 
24 IV Kitohen lighting9 natural and artif:lcial 23 
5 II Regulations of the Federal Housing Adm1u1s-
tration 22 
6 V Adaptability and arrangement of furniture 22 
9 V Architectural uBe of color 22 
10 IV Decorative lighting 21 
l V FloOl" treatments 21 
4 V S~• and form of furniture 21 
5 V Guides for sele~ing f'Urniture 21 
10 V Color scllemes 21 
11 IV Oontn»l of lighting in the home 20 
12 IV 
2 V 
Outdoor lighting 20 
Wall treatments 20 
3 V Window treatments 20 
7 V 
8 V 
Designp use9 and arrang9Jll.ent of accessories 20 
Chara~eristi~~ of color 20 
6 II Estimating building costs 19 
6 III Residential landscaping 19 
* Item number r •fers to nmnber on oheckli~t 
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TABLE VII B 
RANK ORDER OF TOTAL RESPONSES TO ITEMS ON CHECKLIST 
AGco:rding to Courses Taught by Respondents 
General Housing Courses 
45 Respoplpts 
Ita* Area Items in Rank Order Number of 
----
Acceptance 
bs_ponses 
1. II Housing and the family lite cycle 45 
2 I So~ial effects of housing on the family and 
oommunity 45 
3. I Housing and provision tor recreation and 
entertaining 45 
4 I Food preparation and dining 45 
-·, I Care of children 45 
8 I Rest and privacy 45 
l II Pros and cons or home mmership 45 
2 II Means of finanoing a home _45_ 
4 III BasiG neighborhood facilities 45 
5 III Relating the house to the site 45 
4 IV Fle:xibility9 acoeasibility9 and efficient use 
~r storage spaM 45 
25 IV Spa~• requirements in kitchens ,45 
26 IV Storage needs in 1d tchens _45, 
27 IV ArrangGent ot work centers i+5 
3 II Prelilllinary oosts of heme ownership and dovn 
payment _44 
4 II Continuing ~osts of home ownership !J+ 
l III E:f'f'e~ts of site and neighborhood on family life Al+ 
2 III E@onomic considerations of site and neighborhood .44 
l IV Orientation9 f'lerlbility9 and circulation in 
hou!Je plau 44 
1.3 IV Size and location of living areas 44 
14 IV Flexibility of living areas 44 
16 IV Storage needs in living areas 41+ 
17 IV Size and lo©ation of bedrooms 44 
21 IV The "family'8 or compartmented bathroom 44 
23 IV Lo~ation of kitchens 44 
28 IV Location or laundry and utilities 44 
30 IV Size and lo©ation or garage 44 
6 I Care or the ill and/or the aged 43 
7 I Personal cleanliness 43 
9 I Safety ' in the home 43 
3 III Building restriotions 43 
5 IV Storage units as non=load=bearing partitions 43 
6 IV Adding storage to the older house 43 
TABIE VII B (Continued) 
Item* Area Items in Rank Order 
7 IV Prineiples or good lighting 
9 IV General and special lighting requirements for 
the hCD1JD.e 
1; IV Lighting needs in living areas 
18 IV Storage needs in bedrooms 
20 IV LoCJation of batbrOCl)JllS 
22 IV storage needs in bathrooms 
29 IV Stor age needs in laundry and utilities 
31 IV Storage in garage 
32 IV Flexibility ef garage 
7 II Effects of lo~al oonditions on building costs 
24 IV Kitchen lighting9 natural and artificial 
s IV Use or a lighting plan 
19 IV Lighting needs in bedrooms 
54 
Number ot 
Acceptance 
Respenses 
43 
43 
43 
43 
43 
43 
43 
43 
43 
l+2 
1.2 
41 
41 
5 II Regulations of the Federal Housing Administration 40 
3 IV PlaGement of windows 40 
22 IV Type of windows 39 
11 IV Control of lighting in the home 38 
10 IV Decorative lighting 37 
6 II Estimating buildimg costs 35 
12 IV Outdoor lighting 35 
l V Floor treatments 35 
6 V Adaptability and arrangement of turniture 35 
6 III Residential landscaping .34 
2 V Wall treatments 34 
3 V Window treatments .34 
4 V S~ale and form of turniture 34 
; V Guides for selecting turniture 33 
7 V Design9 useD and arrangement of accessories 33 
9 V Ariobite~tural use of color 33 
10 V Color schemes 33 
8 V CharaCJteristi6s of color 31 
* Item number refers te number on ~heeklist 
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TABLE VII C 
RANK CRDER OF TOTAL RESPONSES TO ITEMS ON CHECKLIST 
According to courses taught by respondents 
Related Housing Courses 
35 Respondents 
Item* Area Items in Rank Order Number or 
Acceptance 
Responses 
l I Housing and the family life cycle 35 
2 I Social effects of housing on the family and 
community 35 
3 I Housing and provision for recreation and 
entertaining 35 
4 I Food preparation and dining 35 
5 I Care or children .35 
8 I Rest and privacy 35 
4 III Basie neighborhood facilities 35 
4 IV Flexibility 9 aceessibilityj and efficient use 
or space in storage 35 
1.3 IV Size and location of living areas .35 
17 IV Size and location or bedrooms .35 
6 I Care of the ill and/or the aged 34 
9 I Safety in the home .34 
2 II Means of financing a home .34 
1 III Effects of site and neighborhood on family lite .34 
2 III Economic considerations of site and neighborhood .34 
5 III Relating the house to the site .34 
1 IV Orientation 9 flexibility 9 and circulation in 
house plans .34 
7 IV Principles of good lighting .34 
21 IV The •ramily" or compartme.nted bathroom .34 
22 IV Storage needs in bathroom .34 
23 IV Location of kitchen 34 
25 IV Space requirements in kitchen 34 
26 IV Storage needs in kitchens 34 
27 IV Arrangement of work centers 34 
28 IV Location of laundry and utilities 34 
30 IV Size and location of garage 34 
7 I Personal cleanliness 33 
1 II Pros and eons of home ownership 33 
.3 II Preliminary costs of home O'Wllership 33 
.3 III Building restrictions 33 
3 IV Placement of windows 33 
6 IV Adding storage to the older house 33 
14 IV Flexibility of living areas 3.3 
18 IV Storage needs in bedrooms 33 
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TABLE VII C (Continued) 
Item* Area Items in Rank Order Number of 
Acceptance 
Responees 
19 IV Lighting needs in bedrooms 33 
20 IV Location of bathrooms 33 
29 IV Storage needs in laundry and utilities 33 
Jl-· · IV Storage needs in garage 33 
32 IV Flexibility of garage 33 
7 II Effects of local conditions on building coste 32 
2 IV Types of windows 32 
9 IV General and special l ighting requii:ement or home 32 
16 IV Storage needs in living areas 32 
4 II Continuing costs of home ownership 31 
5 IV Storage units as ·non-=load=bearing partitions Jl 
8 IV Use of a lighting plan 31 
15 IV Lighting needs in living area 31 
24 IV Kitchen lightings> natural and artificial 31 
5 II Regulations of the Federal Housing Administration JO 
6 V Adaptability and arrangement of furniture 29 
1 V Floor treatments 28 
6 II Estimating building costs 27 
10 IV Decorative lighting 27 
11 IV Control of lighting in the home 27 
12 IV Outdoor l ighting 27 
2 V Wall treatments 27 
3 V Window treatments 27 
4 V Scale and form of furniture 27 
7 V Design s> use s> and arrangement of accessories 27 
5 V Gu.ides for selecting furniture 26 
9 V Architectural use of color 26 
10 V Color schemes 26 
6 III Residential landscaping 25 
8 V Characteristics of color 2; 
* Item number refers to number on checklist 
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items vere a~~epted by 90 per cent or more or these respondentse or 
the 16 items aecepted by less than 90 per cent9 1.4 weJre in Area IV9 
Hou.seplanning for Family Needs9 and in Area V9 Interior and Furnish= 
ings of the House. 
!lflated Housing eoursea 
An exallination of the data in Table Vll C shws aooeptance re= 
sponses for 10 items by all 35 persons teaching related housing 
oourseao Forty=eight of the items were accepted by 90 per cent or more 
of the 35 respondentse Of the 16 items ac~epted by less than 90 per 
cent9 11 were in Area IV9 Houseplanning for Family Needs9 and in Area 
Vi, Interior and Furnishings or the House., 
The largest per~entage or acceptance responses was 80 per oenti, 
which vas made by persons teaching both general and related housing 
tiourseso SeTenty=five per cent of the items were ac@epted by 90 per 
,ent or •ore or the respondents teacming general ciourses and by 90 
per cent or m~re of those teaching related eouraese The difteren~e 
between the smallest and the largest acceptance response was onl7 
5 per C11ento 
In generalD the following 17 items were acGepted by less than 90 
per cent ot the respondenta9 regardless of the courses taughts 
Area II o Eao:nrom.ie Aspeeits ot Housing 
Regulations of the Federal Ho~sing Administration 
Estimating building costs 
Area III., The Site and the Neighborhood 
Residential landscaping 
Area IVe Houseplanning for Family Needs 
Deoorative lightinc 
Control of lighting in the home 
Outdoor lighting 
Storage needs in bathrooms 
Area v. Interipr and Furnishings of the House 
Floor t.reatments 
Wall treatments 
Window treatments 
Scale and form of .fundture 
Guides tor selecting ftlrniture , 
Adaptability and arrangement or furniture 
Aqcesso~iesg use9 design9 and arrangement 
C}¥lraeteristies or color 
Archite~tural use or color 
Color eeheme!l!l 
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These items related priimarily to building regulations and oosts9 
lands~aping9 lighti:ng9 storage 9 floor9 wall 9 and window treatment9 
furniture and ac~essories~ alld the use of color. 
Item Responses by Areas 
Total item responses were next analyzed by areas to help deter= 
mine ac@eptance or rejection or the content or each area. These data 
are shown in Table VIIIo 
!tea I = Housing and Fern11:v Lift 
The data in Table VIII show tkat 6 of the 9 items in Area I were 
a~~epted by all 56 respondentso All 9 items in the area were aeeepted 
hr 90 per ~ent or more of the respondents and probably should 9 there= 
fore 9 be in~luded in the course. Item 69 Care of the ill arid/or the 
aged 9 item 79 Personal oleanliness9 and item 99 Safety in tne homei 
might be give11c less emphasis ain~e they were rejeoted by approximately 
5 per ~ent of the raspondentso 
Area U... = E~ionmni@ Aspetgts or l.!9urug 
Fiwe of the 7 items in this area ware ao@epted by 90 per eent or 
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TABLE VIII 
RESPONSES TO ITEMS IN AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
AREAS OF OOURSE CONTENT 
Area I Housing and Fe1b: Life 
1 
2 
Heu.sing and the family life cycle 
SoCJial effects of housing on the family end 
csonmrmdty 
Housing and i,Nvisicn. tiers 
3 ReGreation aJ:Jd enterta1n1ng 
4 F~od pr>eparation and dining 
; Care of children 
6 Care of the ill and/or the aged 
7 Per~!Uil cleanliness 
S Rest and pri vai5y· 
9 Safety in the home 
keA II Epnpmi@ Aape@ts ot Houaw 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Pros and ~ons of home ownership 
Means of financsillg a home 
Prel:Jm1nary o<ests of home oWDBrsilip 
Continuing costs of home mmersbip 
BegulatioJl8 of the Federal Housing Administration 
Estimating bo.ilding ~oats 
EffeGts of lo~al ~onditiens on building costs 
Af11 III The Site and Neighborbpm} 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Effects at the site and neighborhood on family life 
E~onomiG ~nsiderationa of site and neighborhood 
Building restrietiorw 
BasiG neigh~rlwod fa~ilities 
Relating the haase to the site 
Residential landscaping 
56 -Respcmaenta 
Accept ReJect 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
54 
53 
56 
54 
54 
53 
5.3 
5.3 
47 
44 
52 
55 
55 
53 
56 
55 
1.2 
2 
.3 
2 
2 
.3 
.3 
.3 
9 
12 
4 
l 
1 
3 
1 
14 
TABIE VIII ( Continued) 
AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
Area IV Hguseplappjpg for Family Needs 
- . ··- -
l Orientation9 flexibility9 and circulation in 
house plans 
2 Types of-Windows 
3 Placement or windows 
4 Flexibility, aecessibility9 and efficient use 
or spaGe in storage 
5 Storage units as non=lead-bearing partitions 
6 Adding storage to the older house 
7 Prin@iplias of good lighting 
8 Use of a lighting plan 
9 General and spedal lighting requirements for 
the home 
10 De corative lighting 
11 Control of lighting in the heme 
12 Outdoor lighting 
13 Size and lot'Jation of living areas 
14 Flexibility of living areaa 
15 l,ighting needs of living areas 
16 Storage needs of living area1 
17 Size and lo~ation of bedrooms 
18 St.crage needs of bedrooms 
19 Lighting neede of bedrcooms 
20 Location of bathrooms 
21 The "family911 01". Gaj)!lrtmented bath 
22 Storage needs of bathrooms 
2.3 Lo~ation of ld.tcihens 
24 Lighting needs of ldtchena 9 natural md artific:dal 2, Space requirements of kitchens 
26 Storage needs of kitchens 
27 .Arrangement of work rcienters in kitchens 
28 Lo~ation of laundry and utilities 
29 Storage needs of laundry and utilities 
30 Si~e and lo~ation of garage 
.31 St@rage needs of garage 
32 Flexibility of garage 
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56 -Responderrts 
Accept Rej act 
55 1 
47 9 
51 5 
56 
51 5 
52 4 
53 3 
49 · 7 
51 5 
44 12 
47 9 
43 13 
55 1 
54 2 
50 6 
53 3 
55 1 
53 3 
51 5 
53 3 
54 2 
53 3 
54 2 
51 5 
55 1 
52 4 
55 1 
54 2 
52 4 j2 4 
51'. 5 
50 6 
TABIE VIII (Continued) 
AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
Ara, v Inter.tor and Furnishings rer the House 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Floor treatments 
Wall treatments 
Window treatments 
SG&le and form ef f'llrni ture 
Guides tor selecting ,turni.ture 
Adaptability and arrangement ef' furniture 
Use 9 design9 and arrangement of accessories 
Cbaraoteristics of color 
Ar!Clhitectural use of oolor 
Color s~emes 
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56 -Responde:iiti 
Accept Reject 
14 
15 
15 
12 
18 
14 
16 
20 
17 
19 
62 
more of the respondentso No item was aoeepted by all respondents. 
Two items 9 item 59 Regulations of the Federal Housing Administration, 
and item 69 Estimating Building Costs9. vere rejected by more than 10 
per cent of the respondentso Possibly these items should be studied 
further although agreement oonoerning them was substantial. 
Area III - The Site and Neighborhood 
Ninety per cent or more or the respondents accepted 5 of the 
6 items in Area III. Item 69 Residential landsoaping, was the only 
item to be rejected by as many as 10 per cent of the respondents. 
Perhaps this item too should be reconsidered. 
Area IV= Housep],annipg for FemjlY Needs 
Ot the 32 items in this area9 only 1 was accepted by all 56 
respondentso Ninety per cent or more or the respondents acGepted 27 
or th9 32 items. Only- 7 items were rejected by as many aa 10 per cent 
ot the respondents. Those vere ite11 29 Types or vindovs1> item 89 Use 
of a lighting plan9 item 10" Deeorative lighting9 item lli, Control of 
lighting in a homell and item 121) Outdoor lighting. 
Area v = Interior and Furnishings or the House 
No :item in this area was aeeepted by as many as 90 per eent of the 
respondents. Renee the entire area should be studied aore closely or 
be omitted. 
A study of the items which were accepted by less than 90 per cent 
of the respondents sh!OVs that further study should be made of these 
itemso These items should includ<ei~ 
Area II. Eoonomi~ Aspects of Housing 
- -
~gulations o.f the Federal Housing Administration 
Estimating building costs 
Area IIIo The Site and Neighborhood 
Residential landsG&ping 
Area IV. Houseplanning for Faaily Neeus 
Types of windovs 
Use ot a lighting plan 
Decorative lighting 
Control of lighting in the home 
Outdoor lighting 
Area Vo Interior and FUl"nishings of the House 
Floor treatments 
Wall treatments 
Window treatilents 
Scale and .form of f"llrniture 
Gu.ides .fo~ sele~ting .furniture 
Adaptability ~d arrangement of f'Urniture 
Ac~essoriess use 9 design9 and arrangement 
C:baraoteristiGs or color 
Arcllitectural use of color 
Color sclaemes 
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The UDac~epted. items related tos building regulations and oostsii 
landsCJaping9 types o.f nncaovs 9 lighting9 garage9 .t'loor9 wall, and window 
treatments 9 turntture and a~Gessories9 and the use of color. 
Ite• Responses by Areas 
ACJ~ording to Training of Respondents 
The area responses were then analyzed in terms of the training of 
the respondents as shown in Table IXo 
Area I . = Housing and Famj lv Li.fi. 
This entlre area was accepted by more than 90 per cent of the 
respondents in each area of trainingo No one item vas reje~ed by as 
TABIE IX 
ITEM RESPONSES TO CHECKLIST ACCCRDING TO TRAINING OF RESPONDENTS 
Area of Training of Home Management and Housing , Home Economics an:1 
Respondents Household Equipment and Design Ho Eco "Education 
Number of Respondents 2.3 12 9 
Rating Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject 
AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
I Housing and Family Life 
l Housing and the family 
life cycle 23 12 9 
2 Social effects of housing 
on the family & community 23 12 9 
3 Recreation & entertaining 23 12 
4 Food preparation & dining 23 12 9 
5 Care of children 23 12 I:) 
6 Care of the ill and/or 
the aged 23 11 l 8 l 
7 Personal cleanliness 22 1 12 8 l 
8 Rest and privacy 23 12 9 
9 Safety in the home 23 11 1 9 
Other Areas 
l2 
Accept Rej~ct 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
.12 
11 l 
12 
12 
°' ~
TABIE IX ( Continued ) 
Area of training of Home Management am Housing Home Economies and Other Areas 
. !{~spondents Household Equipment and Design Ho Eco :Education 
Number of Respondents 23 12 9 12 
Rating Accept Reje~t Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject 
AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
II Economic Aspects of 
Housing 
1 Pros and cons of home 
owership 21 2 12 9 12 
2 Means of financing a home 21 2 11 1 9 12 
3 Preliminary costs of home 
owership 21 2 11 1 9 12 
4 Continuing costs of home 
ovnership 22 1 10 2 9 ' 12 
5 Regulations of the 
Federal Housing Adminis= 
tration 18 5 9 3 9 11 1 
6 Estimating building cos.ts 17 6 7 5 8 1 12 
7 Effects of local con= 
ditions on building costs 21 2 11 1 9 11 1 
III The Site and Neighborhood 
1 Effects of the site and 
neighborhood on family life 23 12 9 11 1 
2 Economic considerations of 
site and neighborhood 23 11 1 9 12 C1' 
3 Building restrictions 22 1 10 2 9 12 \Jl 
TABIE IX (Continued) 
Area of- training of 
Respondents 
Home Management am 
Household Equipment 
Number of Respondents 23 
Rating Accept Reject 
AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
III ( Continued ) 
4 Basic neighborhood 
f a-cili ties . 
5 Relating the house to 
the site 
6 Residential landscaping 
IV Houseplanning for Family 
Needs 
1 Orientation 9 flexibility 9 
and circulation in 
23 
22 
13 
houseplans 23 
2 Types of windows 17 
3 Placement of windows 19 
4 Flexibility 9 aceessibilitysi 
and efficient use of space 
in storage 23 
5 Storage units as non=load= 
bearing walls 22 
6 Adding storage to the 
older house 22 
7 Principles of good lighting 20 
1 
10 
6 
4 
1 
1 
3 
Housing 
and Design 
12 
Accept Reject 
12 
12 
10 
11 
10 
11 
12 
10 
10 
12 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
Home Economics -and 
Ho Eco Education 
Accept 
9 
9 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
Reject 
1 
Other Areas 
12 
Accept Reject 
12 
12 
11 
12 
11 
12 
12 
10 
11 
12 
1 
1 
2 
1 
~ 
, TABIE IX ( Continued ) 
Area of training of Home Management and Housing HOJDe Econaaics and Other Areas 
Respondents Household Equipment and Design Ho Eco Education 
Number of Respondents 23 12 9 12 
Ratings Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject 
AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
IV ( Continued ) 
8 Us~ of a lighting plan 20 3 9 3 8 1 12 . 
9 General and special 
l~ghting for the home 19 4 11 l 9 - 12 
10 Decorative lighting 16 7 11 1 7 2 10 2 
11 Control of lighting in 
the home 17 6 11 l .8 1 11 l 
12 Outdoor lighting 14 9 10 2 8 1 11 l 
13 Size and location of 
living areas 22 1 11 1 9 12 
14 Flexibility of living areas 22 1 12 9 11 l 
15 Lighting needs of living 
areas 20 3 11 1 9 10 2 
16 Storage in living areas 21 2 12 9 11 1 
17 Size and location of 
bedrooms 23 12 8 1 11 l 
18 Storage needs in bedrooms 21 2 12 8 1 12 
19 Lighting needs in bedrooms 21 2 12 7 2 -· 11 1 
20 Location of bathrooms 22 1 12 8 l 11 1 
21 The "family• or com.part..= 
m.ented bathroom 22 1 12 8 l 10 2 
22 Storage needs in bathrooms 21 2 12 8 1 12 $ 23 Location of kitchens 23 12 8 l 11 1 
.. 
TABIE IX (Continued) 
Area of training of Home Management and Housing 
Respondents Household Equipment and Design 
Number or Respondents 23 12 
Ratings Accept Reject Accept Reject 
AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
IV (Continued) 
24 Lighting in kitehen 9 
natural and art ificial 20 3 12 
25 Space requirements in 
kitchens 23 12 
26 Storage needs in kitchens 22 1 12 
27 Arrangement of work centers 23 12 
28 Location of laundry and 
utilities 22 1 12 
29 Storage needs in laundries 
and utilities 21 2 12 
30 Size and location of garage 20 3 12 
31 Storage in garage 19 4 12 
32 Flexibility of garage 19 4 11 1 
Home Economics and 
Ho Eco Education 
9 
Accept Reject 
9 
9 
9 
9 
8 1 
8 1 
8 1 
8 1 
8 1 
Other Areas 
12 
Accept Reject 
10 2 
11 1 
11 1 
11 1 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
°' ()) 
TABLE II ( Continued ) 
Area of Training of Home Management and Housing 
Respondents Household Equipment and Design 
Number of Respondents 2.3 12 
Ratings Accept Reject Accept Reject 
AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
V Interior and Furnishings 
o_f the Houa 
1 Floor treatments 15 8 12 
2 Wall treatments 15 8 11 l 
3 Window treatments 15 8 11 1 
4 Scale and form of furniture 17 6 12 
5 Guides for selecting 
furniture 12 11 12 
6 Adaptability and arrange= 
ment of furniture 14 9 11 1 
7 Design 9 use 9 and arrange= 
ment of accessories 14 9 12 
8 Characteristics of color 10 13 11 l 
9 Architectural use of color 12 11 12 
10 Color schemes 12 11 10 2 
Home Economics and 
Ho Eco Education 
9 
Accept Reject 
6 3 
6 3-
6 J-
6 3 
6 3 
7 2 
6 3' 
6 3 
6 3 
6 3 
Other Areas 
12 
Accept Rej ect 
9 3 
9 J 
9 3 
9 J 
8 .4 
10 2 
8 4 
9 3 
9 3 
9 3 
°' 
'° 
many as 10 per cent ot the respondentss, regardless of trainingo 
Area II= Economic Aspects of Housing 
Five of the 7 ite•s in Area I~ were accepted by 90 per cent or 
more of the respondentso Only two items were accepted by less than 
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90 per cent of the respondents trained in Home Manageme,rt and House-
hold Equipnent and Housing and Designo Those two items vere item 59 
Regulations of the Federal Housi~ Administrations, and item 69 Estimat-
ing building oostso 
No ite~ in Area II was accepted by less than 90 per oent of those 
trained in Home Economics and Home Economics Education and in Other 
Areaso 
Area III= TAe Site and Neighborhood 
Ninety per cent of the respondents accepted 5 of the 6 items in 
this area9 regardless of their training. Item. 69 ' Residential land-
seapingv was accepted by less than 90 per cent of the respondents 
trained in Home Management and Household Equipaento 
_Area IV - Houseplanning tor Family Needs 
Twenty-four of the 32 items in Area IV were acoepted by' 90 per 
oent or more of the respondents trained in Home ~gement and House= 
hold Equipments, 31 ot the 32 by those trained in Housing and Design; 
and ,30 or the 32 by those trained in Home Economics and Home Economios 
Edu~ationo All items in this area were accepted by 90 per oent or more 
of those trained in Other Areaso Eight of the 32 items were rejected 
by as ·llWly as 10 per cent of the respondents trained in fume Manage= 
ment and Household Equipnent, of the 32 by re_spondents trained in 
Housing and Design, and 2 of the 32 respondents trained in Home 
EGonomi6s and Home Economics Educatione 
The wuu\'illllepted items in Area IV /i) aceording to the training of 
the respondents» were8 
Home Management and Household Equipaent 
Types ot windows 
Placement ot windows 
Prinoiples of good lighting 
Use ot a lightinc plan 
General and special ligating for the home 
Deeorative lighting 
Control ot lighting in the home 
Outdoor lighting 
· Lighting needs ot living areas 
Kitchen lighting9 natural and artificial 
Size and location ot garage 
Storage in garage 
Flexibilit,- ot garage 
Housing and Design 
Typas ot windows _ 
Storage units as non=load-bearing partitions 
Adding storage to the older house 
Use of a ligbting plan 
Oatdoor lighting 
Hoine Economics and Home Eoonomios Eduoation 
Decorative lighting 
Lighting needs of bedrooms 
Other Areal 
Storage units as non=load~bearing partitions 
Decorative lighting 
Lighting needs in living areas 
The ~family• or compartmented bathroom. 
Kitchen lighting9 natural and artificial 
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In general» the unaeGepted items were concerned with problems of 
lighting9 the garage 9 and the windowae 
~rea V = Interior and Furnishings of the House 
The 10 items in Area V were accepted by 90 per cent or more of the 
respondents trained in Housing and Design., This was the only group in 
whiGh all of the respondents rated any item in Area Vas aceeptable 
and the only one in whiGh the items were aceeptable to as ':man;y as 90 
per eent of the respondents. 
Ite~ Responses by Areas 
Acoording to Courses Taught by Respondents 
Area item data were next organized according to courses taught 
by respondents9 as shown in Table X. 
Area Im Housing and Family Life 
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There vas very little difference in the responses to items in 
Area I made by respondents teaching both general and related housinc 
courses 9 those teaching general courses 9 and those teaching related 
ones. As shown in Table X9 only three items reeeived any rejeGtion re-
sponses9 and none of these reeeiTed more than ~o rejections. These 
items were Care of the ill and/or the aged9 Personal oleanliness9 
and Safety in the Home. 
Area II= Eoonomit Aspeots of Housinc 
There was some difference of opinion concerning items in this 
area. The first two iteJ1s were aoeepted by all persons except those 
teaGhing related courses. Items 4 and 5 were accepted by all persons 
teaching both general and related courses and by all but one person 
teaching general housing courses. It~ 69 Estimating building costs 9 
was less acGeptable to the three groups of respondents than was any 
other item in Area II. There were tventy=four rejection responses to 
this item. The largest number of rejections for any other item i n Ar ea 
II was thirteen for item 5. 
TABLE X 
ITEM RESPONSE TO CHECKLIST ·ACCORDING TO COURSES TAUGHT BY RESPONDENTS 
·- - - -
Housing Courses Taught by Respondents General & Related General Related 
Number of Respondents 25 45 .35 
Ratings Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject 
AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
I Housing and Family Life 
l Housing and the family life cycle 25 45 3-5 
2 Social effects of housing on the family and 
community 25 45 .35 
3 Housing and provision for recreation and 
ent ertaining 25 45 35 -·· 
4 Food preparation and dilling 25 45 ·-1, .. 
5 Care of children 25 45 3'5 
6 Care of the 111 and/or the aged 24 1 43 2 34 1 
7 PersonaJ. cleanliness 24 1 43 2 33 2 
8 Rest and privacy 25 45 35 
9 Safety in the home 24 1 43 2 34 1 
II Economic Aspects of Housing 
l Pros and eons of home ownership 25 45 33 2 
2 Means of financing a home 25 45 ·3.4 1 
3 Preliminary costs of home ownership 25 44 1 3.3 2 
4 ContiDUing costs of home ownership 25 44 1 31 4 
5 Regulations of the Federal Housing Administration 22 3 40 5 30 5 
6 Estimating building costs 19 6 .35 10 27 8 
7 Effects of local conditions on building costs 23 2 42 3 32 3 ....J \.,J 
TABIE X (Continued) 
- ... ---
Housing Courses Taught by Respondents General & Related General Related 
Number of Respondents 25 45 -- 35 
Ratings Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject 
AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
III The Site and _Neighborhood 
1 Effects of the site and neighborhood on family life 24 1 44 1 34 1 
2 Economic considerations of the site and 
neighborhood 24 1 44 1 )4 1 
3 Building restrictions 24 1 43 2 33 2 
4 Basic neighborhood facilities 25 45 35 
5 Relating the house to the site 25 45 34 1 
6 Residential landscaping 19 6 34 11 25 10 
IV House12lanning for FamilI Need!! 
1 Orientationj flexibllityj and circulation in 
houseplans 25 44 1 34 1 
2 Types of windows 24 1 39 6 32 3 
3 Placement of windows 24 1 40 5 33 2 
4 Flexibilityj accessibilityj and efficient use 
of space in storage 25 45 35 
5 Storage units as noD<=load=bearing partitions 24 1 43 2 .31 4 
6 Adding storage to the older house 25 43 2 13 2 
7 Principles of good lighting 24 1 43 2 34 1 
8 Use of a lighting plan 23 2 41 4 31 4 
9 General & special lighting requirements for the 
home 23 2 43 2 32 3 
....J 
~ 
TABLE X ( Continued ) 
Housing Courses Taught by Respondents General & Related General Related 
Number of Respondents 25 ___ 45 _ 35 
Ratings Accept Reject Accept Reject Accept Reject 
AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
IV ( Continued ) 
10 Decorative lighting 21 4 37 8 27 8 
11 Control of lighting in the home 20 5 38 7 27 8 
12 Outdoor lighting 20 5 35 10 27 8 
13 Size and location of living areas 25 44 1 35 
14 Flexibility of living areas 24 l 44 l 33 2 
15 Lighting needs of living areas 23 2 43 ~ 31 4 
16 Storage needs of living areas 24 l 44 1 32 3 
17 Size and location of bedrooms 25 44 1 35 
18 Storage needs of bedroans 24 1 · 43 2 33 2 
19 Lighting needs of bedrooms 24 1 41 4 33 2 
20 Location of bathrooms 24 1 4.3 2 33 2 
21 The "family" or compartmented bathroom. 25 44 1 34 1 
22 Storage needs of bathrooms 25 43 2 .34 l 
23 Location of kitchens 35 44 1 34 1 
24 Kitchen lighting9 natural and artificial 23 2 42 3 31 4 
25 Space requirements of kitchens 25 45 34 1 
26 Storage needs of kitchens 25 45 34 l 
27 Arrangement of work centers 25 45 34 l 
28 Location of laundry and utilities 25 44 1 34 l 
29 Storage needs of laundry and utilities 25 43 2 33 2 JO Size and location of garages 25 44 l 34 l 
31 Storage needs of garage 25 43 2 33 2 
32 Flexibility of garages 25 43 2 33 2 ....:z 
\.11 
TABLE X ( Continued ) 
Housing Courses Taught by Respondents General & Related 
Number of Respondents 25 
Ratings Accept Reject 
AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
V Interior and Furnishings for the Home 
1 Floor treatments 21 4 
2 Wall treatments 20 5 
.3 Window treatments 20 5 
4 Scale and form or furniture 21 4 
5 Guides for selecting furniture 21 4 
6 Adaptability and arrangement of furniture 22 
.3 
7 Design 9 use, and arrangement of accessories 20 5 
8 Characteristics or color 20 5 
9 Architectural use of color 22 .3 
10 Color schemes 21 4 
General 
45 
Accept Reject 
.35 10 · ~ 
.34 11 
.34 11 
.34 11 
.3.3 12 
.35 10 
J..3 12 
.31 14 
.3.3 12 
.3.3 12 
Related 
.35 
Accept Reject 
28 7 
27 8 
27 8 
27 8 
26 9 
29 6 
27 8 
25 10 
26 9 
26 9 
-..J_ 
°' 
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Area III rm The Site and Neighborhood 
The respondents were in general agremaent eoneerning items in 
this areao All but one item received either eomplete acceptance or no 
more than two rejection responsese There were six9 eleven9 and ten re-
jeotion responses respectively for Residential Landscaping from the 
three groups of respondentso 
Area IV= Houseplappjng for F,1111 Needs 
Flexibility9 acoessibility9 and e.f'f'ioient use of space in storage 
was the only item in Area IV to re~eive acceptance responses from all 
respondents in each groupe Outdoor lighting received the largesi ll'aJlber 
of rejection responses from the three groups of respondentse Items lOp 
119 and 12 were aGoepted by less than 90 per cent or the respondents in 
all three groupso 
Area V = Interior and Furnishings of the House 
No item in Area V vas completely acceptable to the three groups of 
respondentso Characrteristios of color received the largest number of 
rejection responses from persons teaching general housing courses and 
f'.rom those teaching related courses and shared this rating with tkree 
other items when eaeoked by persons teaching both general and related 
housing ooursese 
Summary 
When the responses to the items on the checklist were considered 
as a whole9 t he data showed 46 of the 64 items were ac&epted by 90 per 
cent or more of the respondentso 
A study of the total responses according to the training of the 
respondents sbowedg 4.3 items were aceepted by 90 per cent or more of 
the respondents trained in Home Management and Household EquiJDent; 
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61J) by 90 .per cent or more or those trained in Ho"tUSing and Design; 52 9 
by 90 per cent or aore of those t~ained in Home Eaonomios and Home 
Economics Edueation; and 55 9 by 90 per eent or more or those trained in 
Other Areas .. 
A study of the total responses according to the courses taught by 
the respondents showedg 51 items ac~epted by 90 per eent or more of 
those teaching both general and related courses, /J3 9 by 90 per cent or 
more or those teaching general courses; and /J3 9 by 90 per cent or more 
of those teaching related courses. 
When the ~teas were oonsidered by areas of course oontent9 a study 
of the data in the tables showeds 90 per cent or more of the respond-
ents _actiepted all items in Area ! 9 Housing and Family Life, 5 of the 7 
items iri Area II i, EconomiCT:l Aspects of Housing, 5 of the 6 items in 
Area III9 The Site and Neighborhood; and 27 of the 32 items in Area IV9 
Houseplanning for Family Needso None of the items in Area· v, Interior 
and Furnishings of the House9 were accepted by as many as 90 per cent 
of the respondentso Thus 46 items from Areas I 9 II9 III 9 and IV were 
aea:epted by 90 per cent or more ot all respondents .. Eighteen items from 
Areas II9 III9 IV9. and V ~ere not acGepted at the 90 per eent or laigher 
level., 
Whein the data were examined according to the training of the re= 
spondents9 90 per cent or more of' all respondents 9 regardless or train= 
ing9 aG~epted all items in Area I., 
Ninety per cent or more of the respondents trained in Home Econ= 
omies and Home Eaonomi~s EduGation and 90 per cent or more of the 
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respondents trained in Other Areas aceepted all items in Area IIo 
Ninety per cent or more of those t~ained in Housing and Design$ end 90 
per cent or more of those trained in Home Manacement end Household 
F.quipnent accepted all but 2 items in Area II. 
Ninty per cent or more of the respondents trained in Home Eoon-
omios and Home Economies Education$ 90 per ce~t or mre ot those ~ined 
in Other Areas~ and 90 per cent or more of those trained in Housing 
and Design aeGepted all items in Area III. Ninety per cent or more of 
those trained in Home Management and Household Equipnent acGepted all 
but one item in Area IIIo 
All items in Area V were accepted by 90 per cent or more of the 
respondents trained in Other Areas 1 all but 1 by persons trained in 
Housing and Design9 and all but 2 by persons trained in Home Economics 
and Home Economies Eduoation. All but S items in Area IV were aoeepted 
by 90 per cent or more of the respondents ~rained in Home Management 
and Household Equipnent. 
All items in Area V were accepted by 90 per cent or more of the 
respondents trained ,in Housing and Designo None of the other respond-
ents accepted any items in this area to this extent. 
ThUB9 with the exoeption of the items in Area V9 little dit.f'erence 
in the responses is evident9 ~egardless of the training of the respond-
ents. 
When the items were studied according to the courses taught by the 
respondent s9 90 per cent or more of the respondents9 regardless of the 
~ourses they taught9 ae~epted all items in Area I. 
Ninety per e1ent or more of the respondents teaching .general courses 
and 90 per ~ent or more of those teaching related oourses ac~epted all 
items in Area II9 e:x:eept items 5 and 6. Ninety per cent or more .of 
those teaching general and related courses accepted all items in the 
area ex(iept item 6. 
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All three groups or respondents gave a 90 per cent aooeptance re-
sponse to all items 9 except item 69 in Area III. 
Item 2 in Area IV was acoepted by less than 90 per cent of those 
persons teaching general courses 9 and items 10 9 119 and 12 were accepted 
by less than 90 per cent or all three groups of respondents. All other 
items in 4rea IV vere aooepted by 90 per cent· or more or all respondents 
in the three groups. 
When the acceptanee responses to the items in Area V were analyzed 
a~Gordirlg to the courses taught9 items 6 and 9 were acoepted by 90 per 
cent or more of the respondents teaching both general and related 
oourses. No item l"eceived this aoeeptance by persons teaching general 
courses or those teaching related courses. 
Little differenee is evidenced in the responses to the checklist 
according to the courses taught by the respondents. 
CHAPTER V 
RESPONSES TO CHECKLIST 
CONCERNING SEQUENCE OF AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
or the 56 persons responding to the checklist, only 51 responded 
to Section II which requested an opinion concerning a presentation 
sequence of the areas of course content. Of the 51 persons responding , 
one stated that she did not feel qualified to respond to Part II, 
Sequence of Presentation of Units , of the checklist. Ten stated that 
they did not feel the presentation sequence was important. 
A study of Table XI shows the majority of the respondents to be 
in agreement concerning the position of the area of Housing and Family 
Life in the presentation sequence. Thirty-nine respondents , or 76 
per cent of the total, woul d present it as the first area in the pro-
posed course. 
The opinions of the respondents were varied in relation to the 
placement of the Economic Aspects of Housing in the course. Fourteen 
of the 51 respondents placed this area in second place. Fifteen re-
spondents placed it in third position . Twenty-nine, or 57 per cent 
of the total respondents , placed the area second 9r third in these-
quence of areas . 
Eighteen of the 51 respondents would present Area III, The Site 
and Neighborhood in third place; 18 woul d place it in fourth place. 
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TABLE II 
RESPONSES TO CHECKLIST 
CONCERNING PRESENTATION SEQUENCE OF AREAS OF COURSE CONTENT 
According to Training of Respondents 
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AREAS OF COURSE CONT.ENT SEQUENCE OF PRESENTATION OF UNITS 
l•t 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Ti!2 In;ligd.ot: 1t the Hous1 
Home Management and Household 
Equipment l 3 1, 
Rousing and Design 1 3 2 6 
Rome Eoo:nomi~1 and Homa 
E(Ql.Onmni.~s Edu~ati~n 1 l 5 
Other Areas t>f Training 2 l 6 
The S;i. t~ and N1iirlll?!tll2U 
Home Management and Household 
Equipn.ent 4 7 7 2 
Housing and Design 2 4 5 l 
Ho Eco and He E~o Educiatio:n 2 l 4 
Other Areas of Training 1 2 6 2 l 
E~;;emi; A.gmzdlil et i2lill1K 
Home Hgt. and Household Equipe 2 7 7 4 
Housing and Desiga :3 2 :3 4 
H. Ecio and Ho Eco EduGation l 5 l 
Other Areas of Training 3 l D.3 2 
Hl:u.aiu ug F&~ lJ: Lite 
&me Mgto and HoW1eheld Equipe 15 2 2 1 
Housing and Design 16 l 1 
H. E~. and H. I G., Education 6 1 
other Areas ot Training 8 l l l l 
HQu11;l1DD~Dg f1r F11Jlx Neej1 
Home Hgt. and Household Equip. .3 7 :3 6 
Houing and Desiga .3 5 2 2 
H. Eco aDd H. EGo Education .3 :3 l 
other Areas of Training l :3 .3 4 l 
Three respondents trained in Home Management and Househ0ld F.quipne:nt 
did not plate1e The Interie:r of the House and one did not place House= 
plai:mi:ng for Family Need~e 
Five peraons did not respond to Part II of the ~edcliste 
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Therefore, 36 1 or 70 per cent, would place it either third or fourth in 
the sequencep 
··· / 
The respondents were divided· in their; ,placement of Houseplanning 
for Family Needs. Eighteen)) or -~~ ~er cent~ .would place it in. second 
place ~ and 15, or 29 per cent, 'Would place it in tem,th place in the 
sequenge. 
With respect to Area V, Interior and Furnishings of the House, 
thirty respondents, or 59 per cent of the total)) would present it as 
the last area in the course. 
On the basis of the fifty-one responses to Part II of the check-
list concerning the presentation sequence of areas of course content, 
the five areas probably should be presented in the following order: 
Housing and Family Life, Houseplanning for family Needs, Economic 
Aspects of Housing, The Site and Neighborhood, and the Interior and 
Furnishings of the House. 
CHAPl'ER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study was concerned with the problem of identifying the 
content areas which shoul d be included in a one-semester, four-hour 
course in houseplanning and decorating designed for sophomore or junior 
students in home economics. A determination of what items should be 
included in the areas of course content and of the sequence in which 
the areas should be presented has been included in the problem. 
The need for the study grew out of the tremendous growth in the 
demand for adequate housing. Family units are increasing much faster 
than are housing units. It has been estimated that the need for new 
houses between 1955 and 1965 will be between 1.3 and 1.9 million 
annually. It also grew out of mental hygienistsV concern with the im-
pact of housing upon mental health and the interest of colleges and 
universities in offering courses in houseplanning and decorating. 
Courses in housing have been initiated only recently at the college 
and university level. Graduate work is now provided in some schools. 
Col leges of home economics in land- grant institutions have become 
aware within the last two years of a need to clarify the concept 
of housing and have become concerned with how the subject should be 
taught. A national meeting concerned with these problems was held in 
October 1957. A second national meeting of teachers from the land-
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grant institutions will be held in October 1958 to continue the study 
of these problems. 
A survey of the opinions of a group of persons teaching housing 
and/or related courses in colleges was deemed a suitable technique 
f?r securing data relevant to the purposes of the study. The re-
spondents were selected from faculty members of the land-grant in-
stitutions. 
In order to secure responses from the respondents in the land-
grant institutions, the investigator needed a checklist. To pre-
pare such a checklist, the investigator surveyed writings of experts 
in the field of housing. From the readings the investigator compiled 
a list of areas and topics treated in the publications. These topics 
and areas wer~ organized into a checklist. The checklist included 
a statement of course objectivesj five general areas of course con-
tent broken into specific items to indicate points of emphasis, and 
a section related to the sequence of the areas in the proposed course. 
Fifty-six persons from fifty-two schools responded to the check-
list. Twenty-three persons were trained in Home Management and House-
hold Equipment: twelve, in Housing and Design; nine, in Home Economics 
and Home Economics Education; and twelve, in Other Areas. Twenty-five 
respondents taught both general and r~lated housing courses; forty-five 
taught general housing courses; and thirty-five taught related housing 
courses. 
Findings of the Study 
When returns had been received from the fifty-six respondent~,, 
data were recorded, organized, and examined. Responses were classi-
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fied as "Accepted" if the areas or items were checked "Should be included" 
or "Probably should be included. 11 Responses were classified as "Unaccept-
ed" or "Rejected" if the areas or items were checked as "Should be 
omitted" or if the areas or items were not checked. A 90 per cent 
acceptance response was used to determine whether an area or item 
shoul d be included. An acceptance response of less than 90 per cent 
was used to indicate a need for further study of the area or item. 
Total Acceptance Responses to the Entire Checklist 
When data were assembled and organized according to total responses 
on the checklist, 3228 responses, or 90 per cent of the possible 3584 
responses, were acceptance responses. 
Total Acceptance Responses to the Areas of Course Content 
When the total acceptance responses were organized and studied 
according to the individual areas of the checklist, the areas were 
accepted in the following order: 
Area I - Housing and Family Life 99 per 
Area III - The Site and Neighborhood 95 per 
Area IV - Houseplanning for Family Needs 93 per 
Area II - Economic Aspects of Housing 91 per 
Area V - Interior and Furnishings of the House72 per 
Acceptance Responses to Areas of Course C9ntent According to the 
Training of the Respondents 
When the total acceptance responses to the areas of course con-
tent were studied according to the training of the respondents, the 
areas were accepted in the following order: 
cent 
cent 
cent 
cent 
cent 
Area 
Area 
Area 
I - Housing and Family Life 
III - The Site and Neighborhood 
IV - Houseplanning for Family Needs 
98 per cent 
96 per cent 
93 per cent 
. (• ,· 
Area 
Area 
II - Economic Aspects of Housing 
V - Interior and Furnishings of the House 
93 per cent 
74 per cent 
This is the same order of area acceptance as was found for total 
acceptance of the areas. 
Acceptance Responses to the Areas of Course Content according to the 
Courses Taught by the Respondents 
When the total acceptance responses to the areas of course content 
were examined according to the courses taught by the respondents, the 
percentage of acceptance responses was highest for the area of Housing 
and Family Life. The percentage of acceptance responses was lowest 
for the area of Interior and Furnishings of the House. This is in 
accord with the total area acceptance and with total area acceptance 
according to the training of the respondents. 
The remaining three areas were accepted in varying order according 
to the courses taught by the respondents. Those teaching general and 
related housing courses and those teaching gene:r'al housing courses 
accepted the three areas in the following order~ 
Houseplanning for Family Needs 
Economic Aspects of Housing 
The Site and Neighborhood 
The respondents teaching related housing courses accepted the same 
three areas in the following order: 
Houseplanning for Family 1.-~ 
The Site and Neighborhood · 
Economic Aspects of Housing 
Total Item Response 
When the total responses to the individual items on the checklist 
were examined, forty-six of the sixty-four items were accepted by 90 
per cent or more of the respondents. 
Total Item Response by Areas 
When the item responses were considered by areas of course content, 
90 per cent or more of the respondents accepted: 
All items in Area I, Housing and Family Life 
Five of the seven items in Area II, Economic Aspects of 
Housing 
Five of the six items in Area III, The Site and Neighborhood 
Twenty-seven of the thirty-two items in Area IV, House-
planning for Family Needs 
None of the items in Area V, Interior and Furnishings of the 
House 
Thus fifteen of the eighteen unaccepted items were in Areas IV and 
V0 Ten of the unaccepted responses were in Area Vo 
Item Acceptance Respon§es According to the Training of the Respondents 
' 
The twenty-three respondents trained in Home Management and House-
hold Equipment had a 90 per cent or more acceptance response for the 
items as follows: 
All items in Area I, Housing and Family Life 
All but two items, numbers 5 and 6, in Area II, Economic 
Aspects of Housing 
All but one item, number 6, in Area III, The Site and 
Neighborhood 
88 
All but eight i t ems in Area IV, Houseplanning for Family Needs 
No items in Area V, Interior and Furnishings of the House 
The twelve respondents trained in Housing and Design had a 90 per 
cent or more acceptance response for the items as follows: 
All items in Area I, Housing and Family Life 
All items in Area II, Economic Aspects of Housing 
All items in Area III, The Site and Neighborhood 
All but two items in Area IV, Houseplanning for Family Needs 
All items in Area V, Interior and Furnishings of the House 
The nine respondents trained in Home Economics and Home Economics 
Education had a 90 per cent or more acceptance response for the items 
as follows: 
All items in Area I, Housing and Family Life 
All items in Area II, Economic Aspects of Housing 
All items in Area III, The Site and Neighborhood 
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All but two items in Area IV, Houseplanning for Family Needs 
No items in Area V, Interior and Furnishings of the House 
The twelve respondents trained in other Areas showed a 90 per cent 
or more acceptance response for the items as follows: 
All items in Area I, Housing and Family Life 
All items in Area II, Economic Aspects of Housing 
All items in Area III, The Site and Neighborhood 
All items in Area IV, Houseplanning for Family Needs 
Only one item, number 6, in Area V, Interior and Furnishings 
of the House 
The items accepted by less t han 90 per cent of the respondents were 
related to lighting, storage, the living area, the bathroom, the garage, 
the kitchen, the bedrooms, the windows, and items concerned with color 
and interior furnishings. 
Item Response According to Courses Taught by Respondents 
The twenty-five respondents teaching general and related housing 
courses gave a 90 per cent or more acceptance response for: 
All items in Area I , Housing and Family Life 
All but two items, numbers 5 and 6, in Area II, Economic 
Aspects of Housing 
All but one item j number 6, in Area III, The Site and 
Neighborhood 
All but three items, numbers 10, 11, and 12, in Area IV, 
Houseplanning for Family Needs 
No items in Area V, Inte~ior and Furnishings of the House 
The forty-f1ve respondents teaching general housing courses gave a 
90 per cent or more acceptance response fori 
All items in Area I, Housing and Family Life 
All but two items, numbers 5 and 6, in Area II, Economic 
Aspects of Housing 
All but one item, number 6, in Area III, The Site and 
Neighborhood 
All but five items, numbers 2, .3, 10, 11, and 12, in 
Area IV , Houseplanning for Family Needs 
No items in Area V, Interior and Furnishings of the House 
The thirty-five respondents teaching related housing courses gave 
a 90 per cent or more acceptance response for: 
All items in Area I, Housing and Family Life 
All but two items, numbers 5 and 6, in Area II, Economic 
Aspects of Housing 
All but one item, number 6, in Area III, The Site and 
Neighborhood 
All but three items, numbers 10, 11, and 12, in Area IV, 
Houseplanning for Family Needs 
No items in Area V, Interior and Furnishings of the House 
There is agreement among the respondents, regardless of courses 
taught, since all items in Area I were accepted by each group; all 
items in Area V were rejected by each group; item 5 in Area II, item 
6 in Area III, and items 10, 11, and 12 in Area IV were rejected by 
each group. Items 3 and 4 in Area II were rejected by one group. 
Items 2 and 3 in Area IV were rejected by one group. 
Area Sequence in the Course 
Only fifty-one of the fifty-six respondents checked Section II 
of the checklist, which was concerned with the sequence in which the 
areas should be presented in a course in houseplanning and decorating. 
The respondents stated that they .believed the sequence was unimportant. 
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The study of their responses resulted in the following probable sequence: 
Housing and Family Life 
Houseplanning for Family Needs 
Economic Aspects of Housing 
The Site and Neighborhood 
Interior and Furnishings of the House 
Conclusions 
1. A general course in houseplanning and interior decorating as de-
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fined in the study should include the general content of the check-
list since a 90 per cent acceptance response wa·s recorded for the 
checklist as a whole. 
2. Areas I, II, III, and IV should be included as units or divisions 
of the course as each area had a total acceptance response of 90 
per cent or more. 
3. Area V should be re-examined before it is made a part of the 
course inasmuch as it was accepted by only 72 per cent of the 
respondents. 
4. Based upon a 90 per cent or more acceptance response, all items 
in Area I are suitable course content; all but two of the seven 
items in Area II are acceptable course content; a] l but one of 
the six items in Area III are suitable course content; all but 
five items in Area IV are suitable course content; none of the 
items in Area V are suitable course content. 
5. All items accepted by less than 90 per cent of the respondents, 
as listed in the above paragraph, should be studied before they 
are accepted as course content. 
6. Little variation in the acceptance responses was evident when 
the responses were studied in relation to the training of the 
respondents, except in Area V. 
7. Little: variation in the acceptance responses was evident when 
the responses were studied in relation to the housing courses 
taught by the respondents except in Area IVo 
8. The sequence of units within the course is relatively unimportant. 
Only fifty-one of the fifty-six respondents checked this sect ion 
of the checklist. Ten respondents commented that t hey felt the 
sequence was unimportant. 
Recommendations 
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It is recommended that a course be organized, taught, and evaluated 
at Oklahoma State University that incorporates the areas and items 
found acceptable in the checklist. 
A further study should be made of Area V, Interior and Furni shings 
of the House. 
Additional study should be made of building costs and standards, 
lighting in the home, floors and floor treatments, walls and wall 
treatments, windows and window treatments, design, arrangement, and 
selection of furniture, design and use of accessories, and character-
istics and use of color since there was less than 90 per cent agree-
ment on items related to these topics. 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
INSTRUCTIONS FCR RESPONDING TO THE CHECKLIST 
In terms of the following objectives r. please indicate the 
importance you would attach to each of the areas in the checklisto 
This study is based on the assumption that a four-hour credit 
courser. designed for ell home economies studentsp and taught at the 
sophomore or junior level, will develop in the students a general 
understanding and appreciation of housing by providing an opport= 
unity for them to·~ 
lo Analyze the relationship between 
housing and wholesome family lifeo 
2 o Understand the economic factors in 
housingo 
3 o Develop the ability to recognize the 
assets and liabilities of different 
kinds of neighborhoodso 
4o Acquire the ability to evaluate critic= 
ally house plans for different kinds 
of familieso 
5o Isarn guides and principles that can 
be employed in providing interiors 
and furnishings consistent with values 
and goals of individuals and femilieso 
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PART I 
Place a check in the appropriate column according to the 
following~ 
Column A = Should be included 
Column B = Probably should be included 
Column C = Should be omitted 
Areas of Course Content 
Io Housing and Family Life 
l o Housing and the family life cycle 
2o Social effects of housing on the 
family and the community 
.3 o Housing and provisions for: 
a o Recreation and entertaining 
bo Food preparation and dining 
c o Child care 
do Personal cleanliness 
eo Rest and privacy 
Others: 
IIo Economic Aspects of Housing 
1 o Pros and cons of home owner ship 
2o Proport ion of income for housing 
3 o Means of f i nancing a home 
4o Prel iminary cost s of home ownershi p 
and dovn payment 
5o Continuing cost s of home ownershi p 
Rel ative 
import ance 
of items 
~ 
8 'i 
.Cl .,, 
IQ s:! 
.! .,, rl 
I I) k8 il ,Cl .... Ill 
.g .! (.) 
~~ it 
A -B 
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.!3 
:!:t ~ g...t 
.Cl u 
ti) 
G' 
1 
60 Regulations of the Federal Housing 
Administration -
7o Calculating-building costs 
Bo Effects of local conditions on 
building costs 
Others~ 
IIIo Site and Neighborhood 
IVo 
1 o Effects of the site and neighborhood 
on family life 
2o Economic considerations of site and 
neighborhood 
.3o Building restrictions 
4 o Basi e neighborhood facilities 
5o Relating the house to the site 
60 Residential landscaping 
Others~ 
The Home and Family Needs 
lo Orientation 9 flexibility 9 and 
circulation in houseplans 
2o Fenestration 
8.o Types 
bo Placement 
.3 0 Storage 
80 -Principles of good storage~ 
flexibility 9 accessibility 9 
ahd efficient use or space 
bo ~e family storage problem 
Co Storage units as non=load-bearing 
part·! tions 
do Adding storage to the old house 
4o Lig~ting 
ao Principles or good lighting 
bo Use of a lighting plan 
Co General and special lighting 
requirem~nts for the home 
do Decorative lighting 
eo Colored lighting 
fo Control of lighting in the ho111e 
go Outdoor lighting 
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A B r C 
I 
I 
1, 
J j 
I 
5o Living areas 
So Size and location 
bo Flexibility 
Co Lighting needs 
60 Bedrooms 
ao Size and location 
Po Storage need:·e 
Co Lighting needs 
7o Bathrooms 
Bo Location 
bo The "family" or compartmented 
bathroom 
Co Number of bathrooms 
Et Kitchens 
ao Location 
bo Lightingl) natural and artificial 
Co Space requirements 
do Storage needs 
80 Arrangement of work centers 
9o Laundry and utilities 
80 Location 
bo Storage needs 
lOo Garage 
80 Size and location 
bo Storage 
Ci O Flexibility 
Others g 
Vo Interior and Furnishings of the House 
lo Wall treatments 
2 o Window treatmente 
3o Scale and form of furniture 
4o Adaptability and care of furniture 
5 o Arrangement of furniture 
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A B C 
60 A.cceseories ~ use l) designl) and arrangement+-----+----+----1 
7o Characteristics of color 
8 o ' Psychological aspects of color 
9o Architectural use of color 
lOo Color schemes 
Others ~ 
General comments on Part Io 
r 
PART II 
Pl~ase indicate the sequence in which you feel the areas in 
Part I 9-if they are to be included, should be presented in a general 
course in housingo 
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Sequence of Presentation 
of Units 
Areas of Course Content 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
\ 
The Interior of the House I 
' 
The Site and the Neighborhood 
Economic Aspects of Housing 
Housing and Family Life 
The House and Family Needs 
General comments on Part IIo 
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Mr~ lo Name of respondent~ Mfij; __________________ _ 
Mies 
2o -Present academic rank--------------------
Jo Present institution ____________________ _ 
4 o Edueationg 
Years Major Degrees Date of 
Institutions Attended Subjects Received De11ree 
5o Teaching experience= housing and related courseso 
Do you teachj or in the last two years have you taughtll 
a o A general course in housing? Yes~ No __ 
b o A course rela.ted to housing? Yes_ No_ 
60 Please list professional experience related to housing other 
than teachingo--------------------~ 
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APPENDll C 
PART I 
-Place a check in the appropriate column according to the 
follow!~: 
Column A - Should Qe included 
Column B = Probably should be included 
Column C = Should be omitted 
Areas of Course Content 
Io Housing and Family Life 
IIo 
lo Housing and the family life cycle 
2o Social effects of housing on the 
family and the community 
3o Housing and provisions for: 
a. Recreation and entertaining 
b. Food preparation and dining 
Co Care of children 
d. Care or the ill and/or the aged 
eo Personal cleanliness 
fo Rest and privacy 
go Safety in the home 
Others: 
Economic Aspects of Housing 
1. Pros and eons of home owersbip 
2. Means of financing a home 
3. Preliminary costs of home ownership 
and down payment 
4. Continuing costs of home ownership 
Relative 
importance 
of items 
~ g~ 
i 'S 
I) rl ' l tt:1 .c 't:I kg G) 
ral 
~] ~ '" r-i~ g~ .g .! 
~i .ct s:: it ti) '" 
A B C 
I 
., 
I 
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I 
l 
5o Regulations of the Federal Housing 
Administration 
6 o Estimating building cos ts 
7o Effects of local conditions on 
building costs · 
Others: 
III o The Site and Neighborhood 
!Vo 
L Effects of the site and neighborhood 
on family life 
2o Economic considerations of site and 
neighborhood 
3o Building restrictions 
4o Basic neighborhood facilities 
5o Relating the house to the site 
60 Residentia1 landscaping 
Others: 
House Planning for Family Needs 
l o Orientation9 flexibility 9 and 
circulation in house plans 
2o Fenestration 
a o Types 
bo Placement 
3o Stora.ge 
80 Principl es of good storage: 
Flexibility 9 accessibility 9 
and efficient use of space 
bo Storage units as non-load-beating 
partitions 
Co Adding storage to the older house 
4o Lighting 
ao Principles of good lighting 
bo Use of a lighting plan 
Co General and special lighting 
do Decorative lighting 
eo Control of lighting in the home 
f o Outdoor lighting 
5o Livi ng areas 
8.o Si ze and l ocati on 
bo Fl exi bility 
Co Lighting Needs 
d o Storage 
lC/7 
A B C J 
I . 
I 
I I 
I I I 
I I r 
60 Bedroomi, 
ao She ·and loe~tion 
Do StQrage neeqs '' 
Co -Litliting n~eds 
7o Bathrooms ·· · · 
ao Loe!tlon -
bo The---rSlllily" or compartmented 
,, bathroom · .. _.., 
C ~ Storage .. needs 
So Kitchens -
a~ Location 
bo L~bting!, natural and artificial 
Co Space requirements 
do Storage needs 
eo Arrangement of work centers 
9o Laundry and Utilities 
ao Location 
bo Storage needs 
lOo Garage 
80 Size and location 
bo Storage 
Co Flexibility 
Others i 
v. Interior and Furnishings of the House 
lo Floor treatments 
2o Wall treatments 
.3 o Window treatments 
4o Scale and form of furniture 
5o Guides for selecting furniture 
60 Adaptability and arrangement of 
furniture 
7o Accessories: Use 9 designj and 
arrangement 
So Characteristics of color 
9 o Architectural use of color 
lOo Color schemes 
Others : 
General comments on Part Io 
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1 · A B C ~· 
I·· 
I I 
I I 
I I I I 
I I I 
PART II 
Please indicate the sequence in which you feel the areas in 
Part ! 9 if they are to be included 9 should be presented in a general 
course in housingo 
Sequence 
of Presentation 
of Units 
AI"eas of Course Content 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
The Interior of the House 
The Site and the Neighborhood 
Economic Aspects of Housing 
Housing and Family Life 
House Planning for Family Needs 
General comments on Pert !Io 
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APPENDIX D 
Dear 
The College of Home Economies at Oklahoma State University 
is engaged in self=study and revision of its course offerings~ . 
especially in the field of liousingo One study~ sponsored jointly 
by the College of Education and the Graduate School of the 
U~iwers ity~ is being made to identify areas which should be in= 
eluded in a four=hour credit course in housing designed for all 
hOme ·economics students and taught at the sophomore or junior 
level o 
Will you please designate a person or persons on your staff 
whom you feel well qualified to respond to a checklist for this 
study and who would be willing to contribute to the study in this 
way? 
Sincerely yours 9 
111 
(Mrs o) Mary Estill Klingstedt 
Assistant Professor 
Housing and Interior Design 
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EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND OF RESPONDENTS 
1912= 19.30= 1940- 11950-Date s,f latest degree 1929 1939 1949 1958 Total 
Areas of Spe@ializati~n Number of degrees in groups of respondents 
- . 
HBei Management am 
Hous~h~ld F.quipnent 
{23 per~onaJ 
Ma~ters 6 5 7 18 
Dodol'rs 2 3 I 5 
Hou~ing and Design 
(12 persomi} 
Master!!ll 2 6 2 10 
no~il)l?'~ 1 l 2 
Ho E®o and Ho E~o 
Edu~tion 
{9 persoM) 
Ma~ter~ l 3 3 7 
Dom;ors 1 l 2 
I 
Other Area~ ,. 
C 12 persona) 
Ma8tl!re 2 5 2 2 11 
DoGtors l l 
~ 
-
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APPENDIX F 
You have been designated by Dean as a person 
who is qualified to respond to the enclosed checklist for the 
purpose of identifying areas which should be included in a 
general course in housingo 
Will you please return the completed form in the return 
envelope within two .weeks? Your cooperation will be greatly 
appreciatedo 
Sincerely yours$ 
(Mrs o) Mary Estill Klingstedt 
Assistant Professor 
Housing and Interior Design 
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VITA 
Mary Estill Yates Klingstedt 
Candidate for the Degree of 
Doctor of Education 
Theaisg GUIDES FOR A COURSE IN HOUSEPIANNING AND DECORATING 
Major Fieldz Higher Educat ion 
Minor Fieldi Housing and Interior Desi gn 
Biographicalg 
Personal Datai Born in Celina l> Texasj the daught er of 
Car l and Claudi ne Yates o 
Education3 Gr aduated from Central High School i n Fort Worth~ 
Texas, attended Texas Christ ian Universityj Fort Wort h~ 
Texas ; Dal l as Art Institute~ Dallas ~ Texas, Chautauqua 
Institutel> Chaut auqua~ New York; recei ved t he Bachel or 
of Arts degree from the Oklahoma St ate University s with 
a major in Art,Q in May~ 1945, recei ved t he Master of 
S~i ence degree from the Oklahoma Stat e University l> wit h 
a major in Household Arts 9 in May l> 1953; att ended 
Cornell Univer sity l> I t haca 9 New York j f or one year, 
~CllI!lpleted r equirements for the Doct or of Education 
degree i n Augustl> 19580-··--
Profe ssionsl experienceg Taught art at ths Still water Missi onp 
St ill water 9 Oklahoma i, 1946-1948, taught in the Adult 
Educat ion program i n Stillwater l> 1950-1953, has been a 
member of t he Housing and Interior Design staff at 
Oklahoma State Universit y since 19530 
